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ABSTRACT
Optical time-domain reflectometers (OTDRs) are the most widely used tool to
diagnose an optical fiber in a telecommunication network; however, current OTDR
systems cannot be efficiently utilized in industry due to their modularized design and
bandwidth limitations. Furthermore, even when used as a standalone diagnostic
technique, they lack the ability to have high spatial resolution and dynamic range
concurrently which is essential for troubleshooting fiber optic cables in both shortreach networks, such as those in a datacenter, as well as long-haul networks, such as
fiber-to-the-home. This study tackles these limitations by taking a statistical approach
to replace the required high-end analog-to-digital converter in the traditional OTDRs
receiver with a single comparator, or digital input/output interface, to substantially
decrease both the form-factor and cost while inherently increasing the bandwidth and
re-configurability of the system. Additionally, the proposed design requires little to no
hardware modification to existing optical transceivers. The design can simply utilize
the components already in existence in these transceivers to realize a high-end built-in
OTDR. Furthermore, the increased performance enables the intrinsic “fingerprint” of
the optical fiber, namely, Rayleigh backscattering, to be extracted for authentication
and sensing applications with major advantages over current state-of-the-art systems.
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PREFACE
This dissertation is constructed in the manuscript format and consists of five
manuscripts.
In Chapter 1, we demonstrate a proof-of-concept of the enabling technologies that
allow us to achieve a low-overhead and transceiver-integrated optical time-domain
reflectometer (iOTDR) with high-performance. These enabling technologies are analogto-probability conversion and probability density modulation.
Chapter 2 is an extension of the work presented in Chapter 1 to address some
fundamental limitations, such as the transmitter’s bandwidth limitations and acquisition
time. More specifically, the transmitter’s bandwidth limitation is overcome by
demonstrating that the proposed iOTDR can expand gain-switching technology to
OTDR applications. Furthermore, the large acquisition time is addressed by introducing
a coarse/fine measuring procedure to expand the iOTDRs applications to both shortreach and long-haul systems.
A minimal overhead adoption of the iOTDR is then showcased in Chapter 3 by
introducing a new probability density modulation technique that removes the necessity
of any external circuitry without compromising performance; A data converter is
demonstrated by using only an input buffer, with field programmable voltage offset, of
a field-programmable gate array.
In Chapter 4, we show that the iOTDR can also find applications outside of in-situ
diagnostics. More specifically, the iOTDR is used as a tool to authenticate optical fiber
using the intrinsic Rayleigh backscattering of the optical fiber as a “fingerprint”.
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Finally, in Chapter 5, the iOTDR is deployed as the core of a distributed optical
fiber sensor. This design offers the smallest form-factor and most cost-efficient
distributed optical fiber sensor to date.
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CHAPTER 1
Integrated Optical Time-Domain Reflectometer with Low-Overhead

By
Thomas Mauldin, Zhenyu Xu, Zhenyi Yao, and Tao Wei

Dept. of Electrical, Computer, and Biomedical Engineering
University of Rhode Island

Published in Applied Optics, 2020
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1.1. Abstract
This paper introduces an integrated Optical Time-Domain Reflectometry
(iOTDR) design with low-overhead based on several innovations, such as analog-toprobability conversion (APC) and probability density modulation (PDM), as well as
well-known techniques. Due to the small form factor, low-overhead, and CMOScompatibility of the proposed system, it holds the promise to be integrated with any
optical communication transceiver. The prototyping system clearly demonstrates the
feasibility of the proposed instrumentation by comparing its performance to a
conventional OTDR setup that is based on an analog-to-digital converter. In addition,
the system is integrated onto a custom printed circuit board to demonstrate the promise
of future integration into optical transceivers. The experimental results demonstrate a
spatial resolution (SR) of 23cm, a sensitivity of -60dB, and a dynamic range (DR) of
24.15dB.
1.2. Introduction
Microwave communication systems were first deployed during the early 1940s
and were the sole method of transmitting information; however, by 1980, the
development of fiber optic networks offered an alternative [1]. Today, the unique
advantages of fiber-optics, including the immunity to electromagnetic interference,
light weight, low loss, high carrier frequencies, and large bandwidth, make it the
backbone of today’s telecommunication systems [1] [2]. As the cost of fiber-optic
components and modules, such as lasers, photodiodes, modulators, and optical
transceivers, dropped over the years, optical communication networks are now
employed for short-distance communications [3], such as high-speed links in a
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datacenter, to meet the demand for ever-increasing data rate. Fiber acts as a waveguide
to transmit a light signal from a source to its destination [4]. When there is a change
in the refractive index within the core of the fiber, a portion of the signals power will
be reflected to the source.
The two most common types of reflections are known as Fresnel reflections and
Rayleigh Backscattering. Fresnel reflections arise when the forward propagating wave
reaches a boundary that has a different refractive index than the fiber’s core. This
occurs when there is a physical change in the fiber, such as a break, or a connector
matting [4]. Depending on the cause of these reflections, the reflectance can range
from -14dB (Clean-Cut) to greater than -65dB (Angled Physical Connector). Rayleigh
Backscattering, on the other hand, is caused by unavoidable in-homogeneous particles
that are present within the glass core [5]. The reflectance of the Rayleigh
Backscattering in modern fiber is less than -70dB. Both phenomena have a direct
impact on the signal integrity of the transmitted optical signal due to the attenuation
they introduce. Furthermore, if there is excessive attenuation in the fiber,
communication may fail due to insufficient optical power.
Optical Time-Domain Reflectometry (OTDR), which was first introduced in
1976 [6], is the most commonly used method to detect the loss in a system. OTDR
systems transmit an optical pulse into a Fiber under Test (FUT) and measure the
reflections that are reflected to the source. By multiplying the time of flight of the
pulse with the propagation velocity of the light and dividing 2, the distance between
the transmitter and reflection can be captured.
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OTDRs have many important characteristics such as dynamic range (DR), spatial
resolution (SR), and sensitivity [7] all of which must be reconfigured by the operator
to achieve accurate measurements. In addition, its bulky design and complexity limit
the application of this technology. The sensitivity can be increased by averaging
multiple iterations of the OTDR measurements at the cost of processing time;
however, the SR, sampling resolution, and DR are limited by the requirement for a
short probing pulse, fast sampling clock, and high-end ADC or photon-counting
receiver. While, to a certain extent, these devices are commercially available, they are
costly in term of form factor, power consumption, expanse, design complexity, etc.
More specifically, for the ADCs to achieve 𝐺𝑆/𝑠 sampling rates, they must either use
a flash architecture, which requires 2 − 1 comparators and 2 resistors, or an
interleaved folding architecture, which requires multiple ADC cores. As a result,
either architecture requires many internal active components such as comparators
and/or folding amplifiers. While these more complex structures increase the
bandwidth of the ADC, they also introduce more room for error from mismatches
between the internal ADC cores. This results in additional design considerations to
reduce the so-called interleaving spurs. Additionally, OTDR systems face an inherent
tradeoff between their DR and SR as a result of the probing pulse width.
There has been much effort in improving OTDR systems to optimize the figures
of merit and extend their applications. For example, a chaos-OTDR uses the chaotic
light of a semiconductor laser to measure the fibers attenuation with high distanceindependent SR by utilizing correlation detection techniques [8] [9]. A phasesensitive OTDR offers the advantage of measuring dynamic events, such as
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temperature, strain, and vibration intrusions on a fiber, by analyzing the phase
information of backscattered light [10] [11]; however, these systems require
additional hardware, such as optical modulators and polarization controllers, which
make them non-ideal for a low-cost integrated design. Integrated OTDR designs have
been proposed in the past [12] [13], but they are constrained by the ADC that is at the
core of their receiver.
Other work in the field of OTDR has focused on different algorithms to calculate
the attenuation factor of a FUT and detect the reflective events from acquired data.
This includes the improvement of the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) using coding
techniques [14]. Furthermore, in 2008 a Kalman Filter was used to calculate the
attenuation factor of a FUT to detect reflective and non-reflective events [15] and in
2019, a Linearized Bregman-based processing unit was proposed to automate the
process of detecting faults [16]. These methods propose improvements to the analysis
of the data that is acquired by either an ADC or photon-counting device. As a result,
the limitations of the OTDR instrumentation are not fully addressed.
Optical Frequency Domain Reflectometry (OFDR) is an alternative method to
the time-domain systems [17]. By working in the frequency domain, the spectrum
shifts of the backscattered light are obtained, allowing dynamic events to be detected.
An advantage of OFDR systems is their enhanced SR; however, they require a highly
linear frequency-swept source which adds complexity to the hardware structure and
cost to the system [18].
This manuscript introduces an innovative, CMOS-compatible, and low-cost
instrumentation for OTDRs, namely, iOTDR. The proposed iOTDR is featured with
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low overhead in terms of form factor and design complexity. A group of enabling
technologies, Analog-to-Probability Conversion (APC), Probability Density
Modulation (PDM) and Vernier oscillator theory, are utilized to address the limitations
of conventional OTDR instrumentations by replacing the required high-end ADC or
photon-counting device with a single digital input, i.e. a comparator or 1-bit ADC.
Such a design has the potential to be integrated into existing optical transceivers to
self-diagnose a fiber at the first signs of loss without requiring an experienced
technician to be called into the field.
1.3. Enabling Technologies
1.3.1. Overview
A generic OTDR system is initiated when the transmitter sends a light wave
through a circulator (CIR) and into the FUT. When the forward propagating wave is
incident upon a discontinuity in the fiber’s core caused by a change in refractive index,
a portion of the wave is reflected towards the source. The CIR directs the reflections
away from the source and into the receiver. In the receiver, the optical power of each
reflection is converted into an electrical signal via a photodiode and transimpedance
amplifier.
Key performance parameters of an OTDR system include:
1.

The SR, or horizontal resolution, is defined as the smallest distance between
two reflection events that can be separated by the system. High SR allows us
to pinpoint an anomaly with high precision.

2.

The DR determines the range of optical powers that can be detected by the
system.
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3.

The sensitivity of the system is a measure of the smallest reflectance that can
be detected by the receiver.
In conventional OTDR systems, high SR and DR can be achieved by utilizing

short probing pulses and high-end ADCs respectively. As a result, these systems are
bulky and contain large overheads, leading to a standalone, modularized test module
that requires an experienced technician to operate. A new approach is proposed that
eliminates the need of an ADC all together by conducting measurements with a single
digital input, or comparator. Comparators inherently cost less and have much higher
analog bandwidths than ADCs, which is favorable to optimize the figures of merit.
Importantly, the new design is CMOS-compatible which enables it to be integrated
into existing optical transceivers. The integrated design also removes the necessity of
dispatching a trained engineer to physically access the optical switches to perform an
OTDR test. Instead, it can be done remotely. This is all made possible due to the
technologies highlighted in the following sections.
Importantly, adaptability is desired in an OTDR system. For example, high SR is
demanded to diagnose and pinout a kink in a fiber communication link; however,
improving the SR also results in increasing measurement time, required storage, and
power consumption. Instead, with a reconfigurable SR, one can scan the entire fiber
using high SR to coarsely detect and locate the kink, and then zoom into the fiber
section where the kink appeared to perform fine measurement with low SR to pinpoint
the defect. Likewise, a reconfigurable sensitivity is desired to meet the requirements to
measure reflections with a reflectivity ranging over many orders of magnitude.
Uniquely, the proposed iOTDR is capable of being digitally reconfigured remotely.
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Thus, it holds the promise to adaptively vary these key measurement parameters to
meet various requirements.
1.3.2. Equivalent Time Sampling
The sampling resolution of an OTDR system is directly impacted by the
sampling rate of the receiver. If we were to use a real-time sampling approach, a
complex, expensive design would be required. Due to the unchanging physical
properties of the FUT during the duration of a test, we will obtain the same
measurements from an OTDR system independent of when the test was performed.
This is a result of having a controlled transmitter that transmits the same test pulse into
the FUT every time the test is performed.
Since the system is time-invariant (TI), a known method, employed in many
existing TDR systems, namely, Equivalent Time Sampling (ETS), was used which is
capable of equivalently increasing the sampling rate [19].
ETS works by slightly shifting the phase of the clock in-between acquisitions of
an OTDR measurement. Figure 1 demonstrates two acquisitions of an OTDR system.
The signal is sampled on each rising edge of the sample clock. As a result, if real-time
sampling was used, the minimum sampling resolution would be limited to the period
of the sampling clock. If the phase of the clock is shifted and the measurement is
acquired again, we can achieve new samples of the reflection signal. Moreover, if we
continue to shift the phase of the clock until it has been shifted a full 360°, then the
gap between the samples of the first acquisition would be filled uniformly. The
equivalent sampling interval of the system is Δ𝑡, which is the time corresponding with
the phase shift interval.
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Figure 1: Equivalent Time Sampling (ETS) Example. Signal, reflection signal; Acq 1,
acquisition 1; Acq 2, acquisition 2; Δ𝑡, ETS equivalent sampling rate; T, the period of
the sampling clock.
In the proposed iOTDR, ETS is achieved by changing the phase relationship
between pulse transmission clock and the iOTDR’s sampling clock. This is achieved
via a phase lock loop (PLL) with phase stepping function, where the output clock’s
phase can be stepped with respect to the input clock as requested. For example, the
PLL in Xilinx Artix 7 series FPGA provides a dynamic phase shift as small as 14.9ps,
corresponding to an equivalent sampling rate greater than 67GHz. The Δ𝑡 can be
digitally modified upon request, making it possible to reconfigure total number of
samples as needed. A unique advantage of the proposed iOTDR is that the
implementation of the ETS technique does not require extra hardware. Modern optical
switches have abundant PLLs that can be configured remotely. As a matter of fact,
there is a trend to use FPGAs in these high-speed switches, making it easier to access
the PLLs. Moreover, the phase stepped PLL can be shared by multiple iOTDR
channels in an optical switch, making the overhead per line even lower.
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1.3.3. Analog-to-Probability Converter (APC)
Inhomogeneous particles within a fiber introduce a small-scale change in the
local permittivity [5]. Furthermore, the index of refraction is defined as the ratio of
the phase velocity in free space (c) to the phase velocity in the medium (𝑢 ) as [4]:
𝑛=

=

= √𝜇 𝜖

(1)

where 𝜇 and 𝜖 are the permeability and permittivity respectively in a vacuum and 𝜇
and 𝜖 are the relative permeability and permittivity respectively of the
inhomogeneous particle. Therefore, the inhomogeneity in the fiber results in a small
fluctuation of refractive index along the direction of light propagation, leading to a
small amount of back reflections, known as Rayleigh backscattering. The optical
return loss (ORL) caused by the Rayleigh scattering would be extremely low when
using a typical telecommunication transmitter without amplification. As a result,
without any averaging, the SNR is often less than 1, which indicates the reflection is
lost within the noise. Even if we were to have a high-end ADC with infinite resolution,
the signal will still be lost in the noise. As a result, averaging is always required, and
these high-end ADCs only increase the overhead.

Figure 2: Example of required circuitry for an Analog-to-probability converter (APC).
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One innovation demonstrated in this manuscript, Analog-to-Probability
Conversion (APC), offers an alternative by replacing the high-end ADC with a single
comparator, or digital I/O. Figure 2 illustrates a single comparator that is sampled
uniformly by a sampling clock. If the inverting input of the comparator was connected
to ground, i.e 𝑉

= 0, then we would have a zero-crossing configuration. At each

rising edge of the sample clock, the input signal, 𝑉 (𝑡), is compared with the
inverting input. In an ideal situation, the inverting input would be 0 for all time. As a
result, the output would be expressed as:
𝐷[𝑛] =

1, 𝑉 (𝑡)|
0, 𝑉 (𝑡)|

>0
≤0

(2)

where 𝐷[𝑛] is the digital output for sample number n, T is the sampling rate of the
clock, and 𝑉 (𝑡) is the voltage incident on the non-inverting input of the comparator
at time 𝑡.
There is, however, noise that is present on the inputs of the comparator in the real
world. This leads us to a more accurate representation of the output:
𝐷[𝑛] =

1, 𝑉 (𝑡)|
0, 𝑉 (𝑡)|

> 𝑉 (𝑡)|
≤ 𝑉 (𝑡)|

(3)

where 𝑉 (𝑡) is the noise incident on the inverting input at time t. Due to the
randomness of the noise, there is a Probability Density Function (PDF) associated
with it. In addition, at higher frequencies (>50MHz) the intrinsic noise is dominated
by the thermal noise [20] which leads to a Gaussian distributed PDF.
Figure 3(a) shows the PDF of the intrinsic noise, which has a 0 mean for a zerocrossing comparator, overlaid with 𝑉 (𝑡). From this figure, we can deduce that
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𝑉 (𝑡)|

= σ where 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the PDF and 𝑡 = 𝑛 𝑇. From

probability theory, we know that:
𝑝 𝑉 (𝑡)|
𝑝 𝑉 (𝑡)|

≥ 𝑉 (𝑡)|

≤ 1𝜎 = 84.1%
= 𝑝{𝐷[𝑛 ] = 1} = 84.1%

(4)
(5)

Figure 3: Analog-to-Probability (APC) Concept. (a) APC conversion. PDF:
Probability density function; (b) Probability to voltage mapping with CDF
As such, the analog input is converted into a probability. If enough
measurements of 𝐷[𝑛 ] are taken and averaged, then the result will converge to 0.841.
Due to the TI nature of the OTDR system, it is an ideal candidate for such a technique.
The probability obtained from the APC can then be mapped to a voltage by using
the Cumulative Density Function (CDF) of the white noise, which is demonstrated in
Figure 3(b). Here, if we obtain a probability of 0.841, we can map it to the expected
voltage of 𝜎.
The DR of the APC, however, is constrained by the linearity of the probability to
voltage map. As seen in Figure 3(b) the APC maintains a roughly linear mapping as
long as the incident voltage is between ±𝜎, indicating the incident signal must have a
magnitude that is less than the square root of the noise power, or variance.
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1.3.4. Probability Density Modulation (PDM)
While APC proves to be an effective technique, it faces some apparent
challenges such as its limited DR and reliance on an unpredictable intrinsic noise.
Since one of our goals is to optimize the DR, we look to the second breakthrough in
this manuscript, Probability Density Modulation (PDM).
PDM is applied to solve these challenges by supplying an extrinsic modulation
signal on the inverting input of the comparator. By doing so, we can rebuild the PDF
in a controlled fashion. This has some similarities to a technique also given the name
of Analog-to-Probability Conversion [21]; however, PDM is different in the sense that
it directly converts an analog signal to a probability without additional hardware, such
as a Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC). To demonstrate this method, an array of 5
voltages, 𝑉 , i=1,2,3,4,5 is supplied to the inverting input of a comparator, which is
illustrated in Figure 2 where 𝑉

=𝑉 .

Figure 4: Probability Density Modulation (PDM) Concept. (a) PDF comparison; (b)
CDF comparison.
Figure 4(a) illustrates the effects of modulating the reference for five samples
taken at 𝑡 = 𝑛 𝑇 by incrementing i by 1 after each sample is taken. Since there is still
intrinsic noise associated with the extrinsic reference, each sample has its own PDF
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with mean 𝑉 . In addition, the uncorrelated PDFs have equal variances due to the
intrinsic noise coming from the same resistive elements within the circuit.
These individual PDFs can be combined into a single PDF, P(x), associated with
𝑉 (𝑡)|

as illustrated in Figure 4(a). Since each noise source is present at a

different time, we cannot simply add the means and variances to form P(x) as one
would do when adding Gaussian distributed random variables. We acquire P(x) by
adding the individual PDFs and dividing the result by the number of PDFs, or
reference voltages, that are used. We can then relate this to Figure 3(a) to see how the
probability is extracted by this technique.
By modulating the reference, we effectively obtain a larger variance than the
individual PDFs. As a result, the CDF associated with P(x), which is presented in
Figure 4(b), has a larger linear region than its original APC counterpart. This is
expected due to the increased standard deviation of P(x) which translates to greater
noise energy, i.e. 𝜎

>𝜎

. As a result, the magnitude of 𝑉 (𝑡)|

while still being less than or equal to 𝜎

can be larger

.

From these conclusions, we can observe that the DR of the receiver can be
dynamically adjusted while still achieving high sensitivity independent of the probing
pulse width. PDM is therefore an ideal candidate to optimize the OTDRs figures of
merit in an integrated design.
1.3.5. Vernier Oscillators
Although PDM is an effective solution to both the DR and SR limitations faced
by conventional OTDR systems, it is only an adequate solution if we can effectively
modulate the reference at runtime. To meet this requirement, all samples taken of
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𝑉 (𝑡)|

must be compared to the same reference values. This is achieved by using

the theory of Vernier oscillators [22].
Vernier oscillator theory states that two oscillators with different frequencies,
𝑓

and 𝑓 , will eventually become in phase with each other. This is true as long as α

and β are relatively prime where:
𝛼𝑓

= 𝛽𝑓

(6)

By utilizing this theory, if a periodic triangular waveform is supplied to the
reference that satisfies (6), then there will be β unique comparisons in each
acquisition. The relationship between the periodicity of the test and the reference
waveform is illustrated in Figure 5(a).

Figure 5: Vernier Oscillator Theory. (a) Timing Diagram. Signal, reflection signal;
PG, electrical pulse generated to modulate the laser source; R, reference waveform;
CLK, sampling clock; 𝑇 , duration of a single test; 𝑇 , period the reference waveform;
(b) RC charge-discharge circuit performance comparisons.
A quasi-triangle wave can be realized by utilizing a single digital output on a
resistor-capacitor (RC), charge-discharge circuit. By directly controlling the period of
this digital output, the number of unique comparisons can be adaptively programmed.
As previously discussed, by increasing the number of unique comparisons between
𝑉 (𝑡)|

and 𝑉

(𝑡)|

, we are in turn increasing the DR of the receiver by

increasing the noise energy.
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There is, however, important considerations that must be taken into account in
the design of the RC circuitry. If the RC time constant, τ, is too small for a given 𝑓

,

then the quasi-triangular waveform is far from ideal. This is evident in Figure 5(b). If
we go to the other extreme, where τ is very large, then the modulated references start
to perform as if APC was being used with no PDM due to the minuscule change in
reference voltages.
As a result, τ needs to be carefully selected to achieve the highest DR when 𝑓
is minimum. From here, β can be reduced to decrease the DR, while still obtaining a
triangular waveform. This technique, in turn with PDM, leads to a unique, linear 1-to1 mapping between the measured probability and voltage.
1.4. Experiment
1.4.1. Implementation

Figure 6: Diagram of the proposed iOTDR system. Tx, transmitter; Trans, transmitted
signal; Reflect, reflection signal; CIR, circulator; TER, fiber termination; Rx, receiver;
sig, measured signal; ctrl, receiver control signal; iOTDR Logic, integrated optical
time-domain reflectometry logic.
The iOTDR system that was used to validate the proposed technique is
highlighted in Figure 6. Furthermore, a functional flowchart of the iOTDR in relation
to the enabling technologies outlined above can be seen in Figure 7. A laser driver,
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Lightwave LDX3207, is used to provide a DC bias current to the 1550nm Alcatel
3CN00386EA Distributed Feedback (DFB) laser. The bias current is selected below
the laser’s threshold of 20mA to optimize the transmitted power without introducing
DC interference into the fiber.

Figure 7: Functional Flowchart of the iOTDR.
Together with the bias current, a Zynq 7000 System on Chip (SoC) is used to
send a 50ns wide electrical pulse to modulate the laser’s drive current through a bias
tee. Due to the 27pF capacitor associated with the bias tee, only the high frequency
components corresponding with the probing pulses rising and falling edges are utilized
for the modulation of the laser. As a result, the pulse width is greatly reduced. The
SoC is also responsible for providing a digital output to the comparator’s RC reference
circuit. As previously described, the passive RC charge-discharge circuit is utilized to
convert the digital output into a triangular waveform.
These signals are generated in the Programmable Logic (PL) of the SoC by a
Mixed Mode Clock Manager (MMCM), which is also the foundation for the ETS
logic. A system clock of 100MHz is provided by the SoCs Processing System (PS).
In this system, the smallest allowable phase shift corresponding time is 14.9ps.
As a result, by using ETS, an equivalent sampling frequency of 67.2GHz is achieved.
Furthermore, an 800MHz clock is provided to a serializer. As a result, 84 phase shifts
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are required per measurement. Before shifting the phase of the clock, acquisitions are
obtained multiple times and are averaged together to improve the SNR. Due to the
Vernier oscillator theory, the total number of samples that are acquired per input must
be a multiple of β to ensure each sample is compared to all reference values an equal
number of times. In this experiment, 65536 samples were averaged together and β was
set to 119.
The processing time that is required for the APC (𝑇

) can be calculated as

follows:
𝑇

=𝛽 𝑇

(𝑠 )(𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑠) + (𝜏 (𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑠))

where β is the number of reference voltages used by the PDM, 𝑇
the probe pulse, 𝑠

(7)
is the period of

is the number of samples averaged together, 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑠 is the number

of phase shifts performed, and 𝜏

is the time it takes to perform a phase shift.

The optical pulse that is generated by the laser is transmitted through a CIR and
into the single mode FUT. Separate tests were performed on the FUT when it was
terminated with both a wet Ultra Physical Connector (UPC) and an Angled Physical
Connector, which have expected reflectivity powers of -28dB and -60dB
respectively [2].
The optical reflections that take place in the FUT are detected by a 6GHz
Photodetector (PD) and are converted into a statistical measurement by an 8GHz
comparator (Analog Devices ADCMP572), or APC, based on PDM.
1.4.2. Experimental Results
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed system, the two fiber
terminations were detected using both a conventional OTDR instrumentation that
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consists of a 750MHz, 14-bit ADC (LTC2145-14) and the proposed OTDR system
that consists of a single comparator, which can be considered as an APC, based on
PDM. All tests were performed on a 3.5m FUT with an equal number of averages for
both the conventional OTDR instrumentation and iOTDR. It is important to note that
within these measurements, there is high frequency electromagnetic interference that
is coupled into the receiver from the high-speed rising and falling edges of the probe
pulse. This interference is more prominent in the APC measurements due to the larger
bandwidth of the comparator with respect to the ADC. This interference can be seen
between 1.5m and 2m in Figure 8(b) and Figure 8(c) and between 0.8m and 1.6m in
Figure 9. Additionally, the interference differs in Figure 9 due to the faster rise and fall
times that are offered by the CMOS design.

Figure 8: Demonstration of the proposed OTDRs performance. (a) A wet clean-cut
reflection using a traditional OTDR setup; (b) A wet clean-cut reflection using the
proposed OTDR; (c) An angled physical connector reflection using a traditional
OTDR setup and an EDFA; (d) An angled physical connector reflection using the
proposed OTDR and an EDFA.
Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b) are the resulting measurements of the wet clean-cut
termination for the ADC and APC designs respectively when a 3.9mW, 4.5ns wide
pulse is incident upon the FUT. It can be observed in these figures that the fiber
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termination is detected at 3.5m. Not only are we able to detect the reflection caused by
the termination with a single digital input, but we were able to do so with more
precision than using the 14-bit ADC. The SR in this test is 4.5ns, or equivalently
45cm, corresponding to the pulse width of the modulation signal.
Similarly, Figure 8(c) and Figure 8(d) are the resulting measurements of the
angled physical connector termination for the ADC and APC designs respectively. In
this case, to bring the reflection out of the noise, an INO FAD series Erbium Doped
Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) was used to amplify the optical impulse to 23.8mW before it
reaches the FUT.
As a result, the small -60dB reflectivity power appears to be larger than the wet
clean-cut reflection in Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b). Again, we can clearly see in Figure
8(d) that by using the proposed instrumentation, we can accurately detect the small
reflection with much higher precision and less overhead than the conventional OTDR
instrumentation. Based on these results, the sensitivity, or weakest detectable signal, of
the system is demonstrated to be -60dB. In addition, by considering the span of
detectable signals presented in Figure 8, the DR of the presented results is 24.15dB.
There is, however, apparent tradeoffs experienced while using the proposed
system. The reduced cost and form factor comes at the cost of increased processing
time. If we consider the case where the system is configured for a fiber length of 4m,
given the parameters outlined above, it takes 220.2ms to obtain the results in Figure
8(a) and Figure 8(c) and 26.2s to obtain the results in Figure 8(b) and Figure 8(d). This
is not considering the delay that would be realized by the launch and receive cables;
however, this additional delay would be realized by both systems. These durations
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could be decreased by reducing the sampling rate, or increasing the time delay of each
phase shift, to match the expected spatial resolution of the system or reducing the
number of reference voltages to match the dynamic range. Furthermore, in its current
form, the iOTDR does not detect the attenuation of the fiber. In other words, the
reflections caused by the Rayleigh backscattering cannot be detected with the small
probe pulses that were used. In theory, if a pulse width of 100ns was used, then the
effective backscattering coefficient would increase from the normalized backscattering
coefficient for 1ns, -82dB [2] to -62dB. As a result, the iOTDR should be able to
measure the loss coefficient due to the sensitivity that is demonstrated.
In both evaluated instrumentations, the bandwidth is limited by the generalpurpose digital I/O that is used to modulate the laser. As a result, we achieve the same
SR, 45cm, independent of the bandwidth of the receiver due to the relatively large
pulse width. This allows us to directly compare the measurements obtained by the
750MHz ADC and 8GHz comparator to validate the feasibility of the proposed system
without considering the bandwidth.
In order to consider the bandwidth limitation of the ADC, the slow digital output
that was used to modulate the laser source was replaced with a CMOS laser driver
(MAX3946) that has an analog bandwidth of 45.4GHz. This increase in bandwidth
further reduces the width of the probing pulse due to the reduction of the rising and
falling edges. The system was implemented on a custom PCB to obtain a more
integrated design. The new limiting factor on the bandwidth is the 6GHz PD, which is
feasible to demonstrate a proof of concept.
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Figure 9 illustrates the performance boost that is realized by the integrated design
by showing a reflection caused by an angled physical connector to air. Such a
reflection has an expected reflectivity power on the order of -60dB; however, due to
an improvement to the amplitude of the modulation current provided by the CMOS
driver, the magnitude is different than we see in Figure 8(d). In this integrated design,
a SR of approximately 23cm is achieved. Based on the results presented, it is clear that
the proposed design could be of critical importance in future OTDR systems.

Figure 9: Demonstration of an integrated OTDR using APC based on PDM.
1.5. Discussion
The proposed iOTDR leverages the existing hardware resources available in
modern optical switches, making it a scalable technology. When multiple iOTDR
channels are implemented in an optical switch, almost all resources can be shared,
including PLL and derived clocks as discussed earlier, modulation signal (comparators
have high input impedance and are easy to drive), digital processing and control
module, and even the comparator (use an analog multiplexer) in APC scheme. Thus,
the overhead per line is inversely proportional with the number of lines under
monitoring, i.e., putting down more iOTDR channels does not increase overheads
proportionally, giving rise to high scalability.
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1.6. Conclusion
This paper describes a new, innovative APC that utilizes a single digital input to
measure analog signals. In addition, its usefulness in OTDR systems was explored to
validate its theory. The experimental results proved that the CMOS-compatible, lowcost, low-overhead APC based on PDM can replace the bulky, costly, high-end ADC
that is used in conventional OTDR systems. The proposed iOTDR design
demonstrated a sensitivity of -60dB, a DR of 24.15dB, a SR of 23cm, and a bandwidth
of 6GHz.
Due to the advantages presented by the APC, it has the capability to be integrated
into existing optical transceivers in future work. By utilizing its inherent low-cost, this
design is scalable to all transceivers in an optical network with a low overhead.
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Abstract
With a rising trend to use optical fiber in both short-reach and long-haul network
applications, it has become necessary to detect faults with high spatial resolution,
sensitivity, and dynamic range in industry. Unfortunately, the most widely used
diagnostic technique, optical time-domain reflectometry (OTDR), has an inherent
trade-off between the above-mentioned figures of merit. Consequently, traditional
OTDR systems can either be used in short-reach applications with high spatial
resolution or long-haul applications with high dynamic range. Both OTDR and optical
frequency-domain reflectometry systems have been proposed in the past which can
arguably close the gap between the two extremes, but they also have a trade-off with
the cost, form-factor, and complexity. Recently, researchers have demonstrated an
input/output (I/O) interface integrated OTDR (iOTDR), which uses digital I/O ports to
perform OTDR measurements with high spatial and voltage resolution. The iOTDR
eliminates the necessity of using high-end analog-to-digital converters and
demonstrates its potential to be fully integrated in an optical switch with minimum
hardware modification. Additionally, the iOTDR is also reconfigurable and softwaredefined, making it a power- and resource-efficient solution. Thus, it is especially
attractive for short-distance communication links, such as those in a datacenter, where
computational resources are limited. This manuscript expands upon the advantages
brought upon by the iOTDR to propose and demonstrate a new versatile iOTDR that
can achieve high spatial resolution, sensitivity, and dynamic range for both short-reach
and long-haul networks thanks to its highly reconfigurable design.
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2.1. Introduction
Ever since the first optical time-domain reflectometer (OTDR) was introduced in
19841, they have been torn between two extremes based on their target application,
namely, short-reach and long-haul networks. Due to the inherent advantages of using
fiber as a transmission medium, such as immunity to electromagnetic interference and
low loss, it is being widely employed in both fiber-to-the-home and datacenter
environments. An OTDR is characterized by either one or the other above-mentioned
categories due to its inherent trade-off between spatial resolution (SR) and dynamic
range (DR). OTDRs that target long-haul applications take advantage of wider optical
probes to enhance the backscattering level by measuring the super position of multiple
Rayleigh backscatter point sources, thus improving the DR 2. Unfortunately, these wide
probes limit the SR, or the minimum detectable distance between two reflections.
Since the typical attenuation for 1550nm sources is 0.18dB/km for single mode fiber
and 0.29dB/km for multimode fiber, it is not necessary to measure the Rayleigh
backscattering in short-reach networks, which generally features fibers less than 100m
in length. Instead, the precise detection of a discontinuity, or Fresnel reflection, is
desired. As a result, the width of the optical probe can be reduced to achieve a higher
SR. There is, however, a limitation realized by the bandwidth of the system. More
specifically, to produce an ultra-short probing signal, high analog bandwidth on the
transmitter side is required which substantially increases the complexity and cost.
There have been OTDR systems proposed to bridge the gap between the shortreach and long-haul applications to achieve a versatile OTDR; however, these systems
require additive hardware that adds unwanted cost and size to the design. For example,
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a Chaos-OTDR features a distance independent high SR and attenuation measuring
capability by utilizing a broadband chaotic source. Such a design requires the addition
of a fiber mirror, variable optical attenuator (VOA), optical isolator, coupler, and
polarization controller, all of which are not required in a traditional OTDR setup 3.
Additionally, a phase sensitive OTDR extracts the phase information from
discontinuities with high SR and DR. By measuring the phase information, dynamic
events such as temperature and strain can be detected. There are many configurations
of the phase sensitive OTDR, but they all require extra components such as
polarization controllers, optical modulators, and couplers 4.
An alternative to the time-domain reflectometer is the optical frequency-domain
reflectometer (OFDR). OFDRs offer superior SR down to the mm range by measuring
the spectral shifts between reflecting and referring events. This performance
enhancement, however, comes at the cost of extra components and design complexity.
More specifically, an OFDR requires either an expensive optical modulator or a bulky,
non-re-configurable, and environmentally sensitive feedback control system 5–7 to
realized its highly linear frequency-swept coherent source. Furthermore, to measure
fibers on the order of the coherent length of the source and beyond, phase error
compensation techniques are required, ultimately introducing additional complexity to
the design8,9. Consequently, this technology struggles to find real-world applications
in industry due to its high cost and large form-factor.
In our recent work, we have demonstrated the capabilities of a digital
input/output (I/O) interface integrated OTDR, namely iOTDR 10. Uniquely, it shows
the possibility to integrate a fully functional OTDR into an optical transceiver by
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taking advantage of existing components (e.g. laser source, photodetector, digital I/Os,
and logic resources) in any modern optical switch, enabling it to be employed in
industry. This system has the potential to be remotely controlled to switch between
communication mode (operation) and OTDR mode (diagnosis).
The iOTDR takes advantage of equivalent time sampling (ETS) and analog-toprobability conversion based on probability density modulation (PDM) 11,12 to achieve
a high equivalent sampling rate and bandwidth. Unfortunately, its increased
processing time and ultra-short probing pulse prevents it from being utilized in hyperscale data centers and long-haul networks.
To overcome the shortages above, this manuscript proposes and demonstrates a
reconfigurable iOTDR that can be used to diagnose fibers up to 400m in length and
beyond by performing both coarse and fine measurements. In addition, the proposed
system offers the capability of dynamically controlling the probes pulse width, the
lasers bias current, the lasers modulation current, the measurement range, and the
receiver’s dynamic range with no additional hardware requirements. Furthermore,
such a system is highly adaptable to any optical communication network without
sacrificing cost or form factor. Importantly, the system’s ability to be reconfigured
enables this technology to be expanded to long-haul networks.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section gives a background on the
working principles of the previously proposed iOTDR. Section 2.3 demonstrates how
gain-switching technology can be used with the iOTDR to exceed the analog
bandwidth limitations of the transmitter to achieve very high SR without increasing
system overhead. An overview of the reconfigurable aspects of the iOTDR design will
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be presented in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 presents an experimental evaluation of the
prototype design. The paper is concluded in Section 2.6.
2.2. IOTDR Background
2.2.1. Implementation

Figure 10: iOTDR system used in this manuscript: (a) block diagram, SoC, system on
chip; LD, laser driver; DFB-SCL, distributive feedback semiconductor laser; ROSA,
receiver optical sub-assembly; CMP, comparator; Trans, transmitted probe; Reflect,
reflection; CIR, circulator; FUT, fiber under test; TER, termination; (b) iOTDR FMC
daughter board
The iOTDR system that is demoed in this manuscript is illustrated in Figure
10(a). A Xilinx ZCU104 evaluation board, which features an Ultrascale+ system-onchip (SoC) operating with a 100MHz system clock, is utilized to control the timing,
ETS, probe, and user requests. A custom 4-layer field programmable gate array
(FPGA) mezzanine card (FMC) daughter board was fabricated to integrate a 10GB/s
MAX3946 laser driver (LD), Alcatel 3CN00386EA distributed feedback
semiconductor laser (DFB-SCL), 10GB/s Vitex avalanche photodetector (APD)
receiver optical subassembly (ROSA), and 8GHz ADCMP572 comparator (CMP) on a
single board as illustrated in Figure 10(b). Furthermore, the temperature of the DFBSCL is stabilized at 22°C via Newport temperature controller through a 6-pin header.
Importantly, not only do optical transceivers already have a LD and transmitter optical
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subassembly (TOSA) readily available, but network switches come equipped with
reconfigurable SoCs, enabling the proposed system to be integrated into existing
transceivers with little overhead. Additionally, the use of the comparator, which is
essentially a differential I/O, in place of the traditionally used analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) greatly reduces the form-factor and cost of the system while
inherently increasing the receiver’s bandwidth.
2.2.2. Working Principle
The major difference of the iOTDR compared to a traditional OTDR
instrumentation is its receiver. It can effectively replace the need for a costly high-end
ADC with a single comparator by taking advantage of the unavoidable intrinsic noise
that is present on its input. This noise, which could be contributed by both thermal and
shot noise, is mostly dominated by the random fluctuation of electrons within resistive
elements due to the operating bandwidth of the receiver 13; however, to account for
both contributions, the variances of the approximately Gaussian independent random
processes can be added together to obtain the total noise power in the system 14. The
probability density function (PDF) of the noise promotes the conversion from voltage
to probability based on the number of ‘true’ outputs from the comparator over a
number of samples of a voltage incident on the comparators input, which is illustrated
in detail in former works10. Importantly, only the time-invariant (TI) signal can be
measured in the iOTDR since the same incident voltage must be acquired multiple
times over a short timeframe. Furthermore, the TI property of the system allows an
ETS approach to be taken.
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By using a PDM scheme based on Vernier oscillators10,11, the mean of the noise
PDF can be controlled by changing the reference on the inverting input of the
comparator via resistor-capacitor (RC) charge-discharge circuit. The noise distribution
at any given time is measured by removing any optical input from the ROSA and
measuring the number of ‘true’ outputs over a single period of β reference voltages,
which is comparable to the technique used to measure the noise distribution of
ADCs15. The total noise distribution of the system is then the sum of the β PDFs
divided by β.
From the total PDF that is obtained, a cumulative density function (CDF) can be
calculated to map the measured probability to voltage. The measured voltage can then
be converted into the incident optical power on the ROSA based on the voltage drop
experienced between the ROSA and comparator, 12kΩ transimpedance amplifier
(TIA) gain, and 13A/W photodetector responsivity. An example of the noise PDF
centered at any given reference voltage and the total CDF used to map the probability
to optical power in this manuscript are shown in Figure 11(a) and Figure 11(b)
respectively.

Figure 11: iOTDR probability to optical power mapping: (a) measured noise
distribution and fitted normal PDF; (b) cumulative density function (CDF) used to
map probability to optical power.
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2.3. Expanding Gain-Switching Technology to OTDR Applications
2.3.1. Overview
In a semiconductor laser, when the driving current has stimulated enough
electrons to enter the condition of population inversion, photons are emitted.
Consequently, as the number of photons increase, the carrier density starts to deplete
from the released energy. Furthermore, when the charge carriers are rapidly increased
past the threshold, the number of photons that are released also rapidly increases
causing the carrier density to deplete below the threshold; however, considering the
injection current is still being applied, the number of charge carriers is once again
pushed above the threshold at a reduced rate. This process repeats, causing damped
oscillations in the optical output until a steady state is reached. These oscillations are
known as relaxation oscillations16,17. To produce an ultra-short optical pulse, only the
initial high-powered optical output is desired. Obtaining this single optical impulse is
achieved by dropping the injection current below the threshold to essentially turn the
laser off before the first secondary relaxation oscillation occurs. This procedure is
called gain-switching. Gain-switching was first called resonator transients back when
it was first observed in 196618.
The dynamics of a DFB-SCL can be described by its rate equations. These
equations describe the rate of change of the charge carriers and photons within the
laser. When they are normalized by the carrier lifetime and carrier threshold, they take
the form of17:
(1)

= 𝐼 − 𝑁 − 𝐺 (𝑁 − 𝑁 )(1 − 𝜖 𝑃)𝑃,
= 𝐺 (𝑁 − 𝑁 )(1 − 𝜖 𝑃)𝑃 + 𝑅
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−

,

(2)

where 𝐼′, 𝑁′, 𝑁 , 𝐺 , 𝑅 , and 𝜏 are the normalized parameters for the drive current,
charge carriers, charge carriers at transparency, rate of stimulated emission, rate of
spontaneous emission, and photon lifetime respectively, 𝜖

is the non-linear gain

parameter, 𝑃 is the number of photons, and 𝐺 is the product of the normalized rate of
stimulated emission and charge carrier threshold. From this system of differential
equations, the laser behavior can be simulated, and the gain-switching theory can be
verified. Furthermore, the emitted optical power can be calculated by 17:
𝑝 = 𝑣 𝛼

(3)

𝑃,

where 𝑣 is the group velocity of the light within the cavity of the laser, 𝛼

is the

mirror loss coefficient, ℎ is Plank’s constant, 𝑐 is the speed of light in a vacuum, and 𝜆
is the free-space wavelength of the laser.
2.3.2. Implementation
By using the physical properties of the laser, a fast transmitter can be realized
with a modest analog bandwidth. This is significant since the high frequency
components of an ultra-short square waveform are often outside the bandwidth of a
low-overhead transmitter. The receiver, however, still requires a large bandwidth and
a sampling clock that can catch the ultra-short impulse. As a result, to keep the
complexity and cost reasonable, gain-switching is not widely considered for OTDR
applications.
There is, however, a high resolution OTDR system that has been proposed that
utilizes gain-switching to generate its probing pulse. More specifically, in 2015, an
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) OTDR was demonstrated 19. The ASIC
consists of the clocking, sampling, and timing functions of the OTDR. Furthermore,
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the design utilizes a form of ETS to measure ultra-short probing pulses with a 5GHz
sampling clock by shifting the sample time after each sample is captured. These
captured samples are then sent to an external microcontroller with a built-in ADC.
While the ASIC OTDR demonstrated high SR by utilizing the gain-switching
technique, there are several aspects of the design that can be improved upon to make it
more cost-effective and more easily integrated with existing optical transceivers. Due
to the enhanced equivalent sampling rate and receiver bandwidth of the iOTDR, it is
an ideal candidate to help expand the gain-switching technology to OTDR
applications.
Figure 12 demonstrates the applicability and significance of utilizing the gainswitching technique in the iOTDR. To demonstrate the concept, a 1ns wide digital
control probe is used to drive the DFB-SCL. The DFB laser was configured with a
6mA bias current and 8mA modulation current. The digital control probe was captured
with an Agilent 115A 2.5GHz active probe and a 6GHz Infiniium 54855A
oscilloscope. By utilizing the gain-switching technique, the corresponding optical
probe in Figure 12, which has a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 220ps, is
obtained by measuring a Fresnel reflection from the FUT with the iOTDR. It is worth
noting that the equivalent analog bandwidth of the iOTDR receiver is estimated to be
2 GHz whereas the analog bandwidth of the transmitter is limited by the output buffer
of the SoC. As a result, the control probe features some pulse width distortion (PWD)
that is apparent from its gaussian-like appearance.
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Figure 12: Gain-switching demonstration.
2.4. Reconfigurable IOTDR
To enable the iOTDR to be programmed on the fly, the SoCs ARM Cortex A53
processing system (PS) is loaded with an iOTDR remote server program. The client,
which is controlled by a graphical user interface (GUI), can communicate directly to
the iOTDR from a host computer over a network. The GUI can be realized in the
control room of a data center for easy fiber diagnostics and monitoring.
As previously mentioned, the proposed system has the capability to dynamically
control the bias and modulation current to drive the laser. This enables the use of gainswitching technology for ultra-short pulse generation in fine measurements without
introducing significant relaxation oscillations on the coarse probe. Additionally, the
LD’s 3-wire serial interface enables the de-emphasis, equalization, and eye crossing
adjustment to be modified.
The shape of the probes can be reconfigured by writing values into memory for
the measuring distances and width of the fine measurements control probe. A
simplified diagram of the resources, from the SoCs programmable logic (PL), that are
utilized to generate the control probe is illustrated in Figure 13(a). The mixed mode
clock manager (MMCM) handles the precise timing and phase relationship between
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the different probes. In this system, the MMCM is configured with a voltagecontrolled oscillator (VCO) clock of 800MHz, enabling a dynamic phase shift
resolution of 22.3ps. Initially, Lead and Lag, shown in Figure 13, are 180° out of
phase. By further shifting the phase of Lead with respect to Lag by 𝜏 , which is the
phase shift time, and performing a logic AND on the two clocks, the driving current of
the fine probe can be reconfigured with high resolution. Due to the relatively long
period that is required to measure long fibers, the MMCM cannot directly supply the
probe for the coarse measurements. Instead, the MMCM is utilized to maintain the
phase alignment with the fine probe and an external clock divider generates the
desired period, 𝑇 , and duty cycle.

Figure 13: Probe generation: (a) simplified diagram of the resources used, MMCM,
mixed mode clock manager; Sys CLK, system clock; BUFGCTRL, global clock
buffer; S0 and S1, select input for the fine and coarse probes respectively; CE0 and
CE1, enable inputs for the fine and coarse probes respectively; (b) coarse and fine
probe generation.
A global clock buffer selects between the coarse and fine probe based on the
values that are written into memory for the select and enable inputs from the user
interface. Furthermore, if the fine probe is selected, S0 is utilized to effectively disable
the probe when scanning long fibers to ensure the probe has enough time to propagate
down the fiber and back before the next probe is transmitted.
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The reconfigurable iOTDR also features the ability to adjust the dynamic range
of the receiver when using PDM based on Vernier oscillators by taking advantage of
the dynamic reconfiguration ports on the MMCM to change the number of reference
voltages, or 𝛽, by adjusting the period of the digital signal applied to the RC network
as introduced in former work10. When changing 𝛽, the standard deviation of the noise
present on the comparator is changed, ultimately varying the measurement range.
The procedure of the iOTDR measurement is demonstrated in Figure 14. First,
the fiber under test (FUT) is coarsely scanned for any signs of faults or excessive loss.
If a large Fresnel reflection or loss is present, a fine scan will zoom into the region of
interest (ROI) to diagnose the FUT with high SR.

Figure 14: Flow chart of the reconfigurable iOTDR measuring procedure, 𝑆 , number
of averages, 𝑃
, number of phase shifts.
Previous research has been conducted on algorithms to accurately detect and
localize trend breaks in OTDR traces for reliable fault detection. For example, in 2019
a linearized Bregman iterations algorithm was proposed which shows promise to be
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used on a FPGA for embedded processing20. Such an algorithm can be used in the
reconfigurable iOTDR to identify ROIs, with no additional hardware or cost, from a
coarse measurement in which a fine measurement will be performed.
The sampling rates for the coarse and fine measurements differ since the coarse
measurements SR is limited by its pulse width rather than the systems sampling rate.
As a result, the system clock of 100MHz is utilized for the coarse measurement. As for
the fine measurement, since the dynamic phase shift resolution of the MMCM is
22.3ps, an equivalent sampling rate of 44.8GSPS (Giga Sample Per Second) is
achieved.
The processing time for the fine measurement can be relatively long compared to
the coarse measurement due to the ETS and multiple reference voltages, which is a
limitation of the iOTDR in previous works. This further highlights the significance of
the new system. The measurement durations for both the coarse and fine
measurements are represented as follows:
𝑇
𝑇
where 𝑇

and 𝑇

= 𝛽𝑇 𝑆 ,

= 𝛽𝑇 𝑆 𝑃

+ 𝑇

(4)
𝑃

,

(5)

are the measurement durations for the coarse and fine

measurements respectively, 𝛽 is the number of reference voltages, 𝑇 is the period of
the coarse probe, 𝑆

is the number of averages, 𝑇 is the amount of time it takes to

shift the phase of a clock in the MMCM, and 𝑃

is the number of phase shifts

performed to complete the ETS. By being able to first coarsely scan the FUT, a
relative location of a fault or excessive loss can be detected quickly, and a plan of
action can be developed while the fine measurement is being performed.
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2.5. Experimental Results
2.5.1. iOTDR Characteristics
All the experiments conducted within this section were performed using the
system described in Figure 10. In the experiments that were performed, a fine
measurement range of 12m, resulting in a coarse probe width of 120ns, and a β of 121
was used. Furthermore, corning SMF-28 fiber was used in the system, which is
specified as having a Rayleigh backscattering coefficient of -82dB for a 1ns probe. By
using a pulse width that is 120 times this value, the Rayleigh backscattering
coefficient is theoretically enhanced to -61.2dB 2 when performing a coarse
measurement. Importantly, this theoretical Rayleigh backscattering level with the
coarse probe falls within the sensitivity of the system if the probes power is at least
1.2dBm, which is achievable with the transmitter being used; however, it is desired to
exceed this minimum requirement to have a reasonable enough signal-to-noise ratio to
accurately distinguish the reflection from the noise floor.
The 220ps optical probe generated from gain-switching in Figure 12, which has a
peak power of 5.2dBm, enables a SR of 2.2cm to be achieved. To measure the
sensitivity of the system, a measurement of the noise floor without any optical input
was taken and was determined to be -60dBm. As a result, the system cannot detect any
signal below this value. Furthermore, the dynamic range of the system can be
extracted from the probability to optical power map (POPM) based on the equivalent
input power that saturates the receiver. From Figure 11(b), it can be deduced that the
input optical power should not exceed -40dBm to stay within the operating region of
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the receiver resulting in a DR of 20dB. As previously mentioned, this dynamic range
is reconfigurable in the iOTDR’s design.
The number of measurements that were averaged together in this manuscript was
512. To further remove correlated noise from the system, a noise reduction algorithm
was implemented12. In addition, an ISERDES IP block in the ZCU104 PL was used to
perform a 4-bit de-serialization with a 400MHz clock. This ultimately reduces the
number of phase shifts required for ETS by a fourth compared to a non-de-serialized
design. Based on (4) and (5), a coarse measurement on the FUT used in the
experiments, highlighted in Figure 15, takes 0.31 seconds to perform while a fine
measurement takes 34.7 seconds to perform.

Figure 15: Fiber under test used in the proof-of-concept design.
A proof-of-concept experiment will be demonstrated using the FUT described in
Figure 15. When the coarse probe is sent into the FUT, the measurement in Figure
16(a) is obtained. From this measurement, there are two significant reflections in the
FUT. The advantage of this coarse measurement is its fast acquisition time and its
ability to measure the Rayleigh backscattering as is evident by the approximately 57dBm level over the length of the FUT compared to the -60dBm noise floor.
To gain a more accurate diagnostic of the FUT, the reconfigurable iOTDR zooms
into the ROIs. The first ROI is the beginning of the FUT, and the corresponding fine
measurement is presented in Figure 16(b). In this measurement, it can be observed that
there is in fact a single reflection caused by the ultra-physical connector (UPC) mating
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approximately 5m away from the start of the FUT. An important thing to note is the
fact that the probe is not powerful enough to detect the reflections caused by angledphysical connectors; however, the reflectance of these clean connectors (~60-65dB) is
insignificant for fault detection.
The second ROI is the termination of the FUT. Figure 16(c) illustrates the fine
measurement that was obtained in this region. From these results, it can be observed
that all UPCs are accurately distinguished from one another. Furthermore, the results
demonstrate a typical application of the iOTDR based on the magnitude of the
reflections. More specifically, the UPC connection at 405.1m is an example of a UPC
connection that causes too much loss in the FUT. This could be caused by a faulty
connector or the presence of dirt on the UPC. Either way, the precise location of the
source is determined so it can be quickly resolved. Compared to the coarse
measurement in Figure 16(a), all three UPC connectors at the termination of the FUT
would need to be checked, increasing the overall downtime of the system.
Based on the detailed breakdown in Figure 15, it is apparent that the limited SR
of 12m from the coarse probe creates a dead zone that prohibits all the reflections from
being detected. By following up the coarse measurement with fine measurements on
the ROIs, the FUT is accurately and precisely characterized.
The magnitudes of the measured reflections were verified to be expected based
on the typical -50dB or better reflectance of a well mated and clean UPC-to-UPC
connection. More specifically, the peak power of the fine probe was experimentally
measured to be 5.2dBm with an in-line variable optical attenuator, New Focus 1544-B
PD, and 6GHz Infiniium 54855A oscilloscope. Considering a typical -50dB to -55dB
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reflectance, a UPC-to-UPC connection will produce a -44.8dBm to -49.8dBm
reflection. This is on par with the connections measured at 5m, 404m and 406.34m in
Figure 16(c).

Figure 16: Experimental results of the reconfigurable iOTDR: (a) coarse
measurement; (b) fine measurement of the first ROI; (c) fine measurement of the
second ROI.
2.6. Conclusion
This manuscript proposes and demonstrates a versatile reconfigurable iOTDR
that can perform both coarse and fine measurements to achieve high SR and DR in
both short-reach and long-haul networks. The proof-of-concept design demonstrated a
receiver sensitivity of -60dBm, a receiver dynamic range of 20dB, a SR of 2.2cm, and
Rayleigh backscattering measuring capability. Such a design is significant for realworld applications in industry due to its ability to dynamically adapt to any network it
is integrated in with a low overhead in terms of both form-factor and cost.
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Abstract
As optical reflectometers become more mature technologies, their capabilities are
reaching new highs; however, modern designs not only push the performance of the
systems, but also the cost and form-factor. As a result, many of the proposed highperformance devices have not been widely adopted for industry use. This paper takes a
step back and not only demonstrates a high-performance optical time-domain
reflectometer but does so using components that are already in existence in a
communication network, such as transmitter optical sub-assembly (TOSA), receiver
optical sub-assembly (ROSA), field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) and systemon-chip (SoC) architecture. Thus, it is possible for this design to be integrated in any
fiber-optic transceiver in the future. This is enabled by the field programmable voltage
offset (FPVO) calibration capabilities of an internal input buffer, typically used to
compensate for process variations, which can be used to achieve a reconfigurable and
chip-integrated small signal data converter. Using this data converter in an optical
time-domain reflectometer, a minimal overhead design is realized with an optical
power sensitivity of -52dBm and dynamic range of 23.5dB.
3.1. Introduction
Optical time-domain reflectometers (OTDRs) are a favored means to detect
faults and excessive attenuation in a fiber-optic communication link to maintain a
reliable network. Traditional OTDRs struggle to achieve sub-m spatial resolution (SR)
while maintaining the ability to measure the attenuation in the fiber. This is due to
their reliability on using wide probing pulses to enhance the Rayleigh backscattering
level. More specifically, the measured backscattering at any point in time is the
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superposition of reflections caused by multiple inhomogeneous particles [1] within the
fibers core. Additionally, the bandwidth, which translates to the achievable SR, of
traditional OTDRs is also constrained at both the transmitter and receiver without
introducing complex, bulky, and expensive equipment that limits their ability to be
integrated into communication networks.
To address the performance limitations of the traditional OTDR, a variation has
been developed to increase the SR to the sub-cm range without sacrificing attenuation
measuring capability by utilizing a chaotic source [2]–[4]. Furthermore, the
applications of optical fiber has been expanded to sensing applications by using a
phase sensitive OTDR, which analyzes the phase relationship between an OTDR
measurement and optical reference [5]. Unfortunately, these improvements in
performance have a trade-off with complexity, cost, and form-factor due to their more
complicated designs, which include optical modulators, fiber mirrors, interferometers,
optical attenuators, or polarization controllers. As a result, these systems struggle to be
widely deployed. On another note, optical frequency-domain reflectometers (OFDRs)
are becoming the new trend due to their dominate SR performance, which can be in
the sub-mm range [6]. Their design is becoming more compact and cost-effective;
however, inevitably, they still require additional components and a more complex
optical path compared to the traditional OTDR [7], [8]. Therefore, the practical
applications of these systems remain constrained.
With modern advancements in the development of field programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) as well as system-on-chips (SoCs), they are becoming widely adapted
in system architectures such as in network switches of telecommunication networks.
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Furthermore, these advancements have promoted research into integrating data
converters into these digital platforms [9]. As a result, improvements can be made to
the traditional OTDR with the aid of the SoC without introducing additional overhead.
Taking advantage of these readily available field-programmable SoCs, a transceiverintegrated OTDR design was demonstrated to meet the need of obtaining a system
with a low-overhead so that it can find more practical applications [10]. A transceiverintegrated design offers on-line diagnostics of communication links without requiring
a technician to be deployed in the field, ultimately reducing the downtime. As opposed
to the previously proposed integrated OTDR designs [11]–[15], [10] uses the concepts
of analog-to-probability conversion and Vernier-based probability density modulation
(PDM) to replace the required high-end analog-to-digital converter (ADC) in the
receiver with a single comparator. This inherently improves the system bandwidth by
removal of sample and hold circuitry as well as decreases the overhead. Importantly,
this receiver can be applied to any system whose purpose is small signal
measurements [16]. This receiver, however, fails to achieve a minimal overhead due to
its requirement for a comparator and Vernier-based PDM supporting components.
Recently, a time-domain reflectometer (TDR) has been proposed which is built into a
differential bi-directional input/output (I/O) interface of an FPGA [17]. This more
integrated design not only removes the necessity for an external comparator, but it also
introduces a jitter based PDM scheme that removes the necessity for external
components. While this design features a fully integrated TDR, it is not able to
provide precise measurements due to the inherent uncertainty of the jitter, ultimately
limiting its practical applications.
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This paper proposes a new FPGA enabled PDM technique, namely, offset PDM
that simply uses an input buffer, with built-in field programmable voltage offset
(FPVO) capability, of a high-performance (HP) differential I/O interface of an SoC as
an accurate and reliable data converter. Importantly, this design can further be
expanded to other small signal receivers outside of the optical domain. It not only
features a minimal overhead design, but its dynamic range can also be dynamically
reconfigured on the fly to adapt to various applications and environments.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the working principles of the
proposed system will be explained from the theory of analog-to-probability converters
to the offset PDM technique. Next, the experimental setup used to demonstrate the
proposed design is presented in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 outlines the experimental
results that were obtained from the proposed system. Lastly, the paper is concluded in
Section 3.5.
3.2. Working Principle
This work shares the foundations with a few previously reported works. Thus,
this section is organized as follows: Subsection 3.2.1 briefs on the general concept of
analog-to-probability converters; Subsection 3.2.2 explains the necessity of PDM and
summarizes the previously reported strategies; Subsection 3.2.3 introduces our work
and its significant advantages over all competing arts, all made possible by the built-in
field programmable voltage offset (FPVO) capability in modern SoCs.
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3.2.1. Analog-to-Probability Converters
An analog-to-probability converter, first reported by Mauldin and Xu et all. [10],
[16], takes advantage of the unavoidable intrinsic noise in a system in the conversion
process, enabling a small signal measurement to be performed by a single comparator.
According to [10], if there is no signal incident on a comparator, as illustrated
in Figure 17(a), its output, 𝑌[𝑛], can be expressed as:

𝑌[𝑛] =

1, 𝑉 (𝑡)|
0, 𝑉 (𝑡)|

> 𝑉 (𝑡)|
≤ 𝑉 (𝑡)|

+𝑉
,
+𝑉







where 𝑉 (𝑡) and 𝑉 (𝑡)is the noise incident on the comparators inverting and noninverting inputs respectively at time t, 𝑉 is the unavoidable offset voltage, which is
negative in (1), T is the period of the sampling clock, and n is the sample index. If the
total noise, 𝑉 (𝑡) is considered rather than separating it to what is incident on both the
comparators inputs, (2) is obtained:

𝑌[𝑛] =

1,0 > 𝑉 (𝑡)|
0, 0 ≤ 𝑉 (𝑡)|

+𝑉
,
+𝑉







where 𝑉 (𝑡) = 𝑉 (𝑡) − 𝑉 (𝑡).

Figure 17: Analog-to-probability theory: (a) converter; (b) probability density function
of the noise; (c) probability to voltage mapping.
In an optical receiver, 𝑉 (𝑡) is a contribution of both thermal noise from the
resistive elements in the circuit and shot noise from the optical to electronic
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conversion via photodetector (PD) and transimpedance amplifier (TIA). Importantly,
this noise is approximately Gaussian in nature [18]. As a result, its probability density
function (PDF) can be expressed as shown in Figure 17(b). If the same signal is
measured many times, as is done when averaging a signal to improve the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR), then the frequency of ‘true’ outputs will converge to 𝑝 , resulting in
a probability conversion.
The acquired probability can then be converted into the incident voltage by
taking advantage of the cumulative density function (CDF) of the noise, which is
illustrated in Figure 17(c). Here it can be observed that a probability of 𝑝 is mapped
to 0V, while a probability of 0.5 is mapped to 𝑉 . For the case of an OTDR, it is
desired to know the incident optical power rather than the voltage obtained in the
conversion process. This can easily be obtained from the known TIA gain and PD
responsivity.
Significantly, in this example, the offset voltage of the comparator increases the
dynamic range of the converter since only positive voltages are expected in an OTDR
measurement; however, it could just as easily have reduced the usable dynamic range
if the comparator had a positive offset. As a result, other measures need to be taken to
counter this possibility and optimize the converters dynamic range.
3.2.2. Probability Density Modulation Background
As previously mentioned, there have been two PDM techniques proposed in the
past; namely, Vernier-based PDM [10], [16] and jitter based PDM [17]. Both
techniques work to achieve the same goal of increasing the dynamic range by
expanding the PDF of the intrinsic noise by applying an extrinsic noise to the
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comparator. PDM ultimately increases the noise power. The PDM scheme applies
multiple extrinsic references for the same incident voltage, so that the equivalent noise
distribution becomes the sum of all individual PDFs, with means corresponding to
their respective applied extrinsic reference, divided by the number of references used.
An added benefit of PDM is the fact that the effects of the comparators offset can
be removed; however, it faces a drawback in terms of requiring more measurements to
be taken, which entails the repetition of the signal and results in longer measurement
durations.
Not only can the exact number of references used be known in the Vernier-based
PDM, but it also enables the intrinsic noise to be measured. As a result, an accurate
probability-to-voltage map (PVM) can be generated. This, however, requires external
components to be used to generate a quasi-triangular waveform via resistor-capacitor
(RC) charge-discharge network. Jitter based PDM, on the other hand, relies on the
uncontrollable jitter of a clock to generate the extrinsic noise. This removes the
necessity for an RC network; however, it is not able to provide an accurate PVM due
to the inability to measure the intrinsic noise distribution nor does it permit the
reference voltages to be generated with accuracy.
3.2.3. Offset Probability Density Modulation
3.2.3.1. Enabling Technologies
Thanks to the advancement of modern SoC platforms, the voltage offset of a
digital I/O interface can be adjusted via programable logic to compensate for
unavoidable process variations. This unique feature – field programmable voltage
offset, or FPVO, of an I/O interface – is the enabler of the proposed offset PDM
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approach. More specifically, the input buffer of an I/O interface is used as an analogto-probability converter. It is assumed that the offset calibration offers the flexibility
of multiple offset voltages in steps of 𝜖. Importantly, the offset calibration of such an
input buffer can be programmed on the fly making this technique fully reconfigurable.
3.2.3.2. Intrinsic Noise Measurement
As highlighted in Section 3.2.2, it is essential to measure the intrinsic noise of the
system to have a reliable PVM. Significantly, if the intrinsic noise covers more than
one voltage step, then its mean, 𝜇 , and variance, 𝜎 , can be extrapolated by
measuring the probability acquired by the analog-to-probability converter, or input
buffer, when no signal is incident on its inputs. An example of this process is
illustrated in Figure 18, where the noise covers three offset voltage steps: namely, 𝑉 ,
𝑉 , and 𝑉 . It is known that these offset voltages are 𝜖 apart; however, their exact
value is unknown due to the unknown initial offset, 𝑉 , which is also 𝜇 .

Figure 18: Intrinsic noise measuring procedure for the offset PDM technique: (a)
generated PDFs; (b) extrapolated CDF.
3.2.3.3. Theory
Once a reliable measurement is obtained for the intrinsic noise, the offset PDM
technique can be implemented with accuracy. To explain the theory behind the offset
PDM technique, the three offset voltages illustrated in Figure 18 will be considered.
The same intrinsic noise is incident on the converter under all three offset calibrations
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due to the unchanged state of the environment. As a result, the noise power remains
the same, and their individual CDFs only vary by the mean as illustrated in Figure
19(a).

Figure 19: Offset PDM theory: (a) generated CDFs; (b) Acquired probability-tovoltage map
If the incident voltage to be measured is acquired under all three offset
calibrations an equal number of times, then the equivalent CDF associated with the
noise can be obtained by adding the individual CDFs of the offset voltages and
dividing the result by the number of offset voltages used, which is three in this
example. The resulting CDF is presented in Figure 19(b) where it is superimposed
with the CDF of the intrinsic noise when the PDM technique is not used.
It can be observed that the total usable range of the converter is in fact increased;
however, if only a positive voltage is expected to be measured, the dynamic range is
not significantly altered. Importantly, the probability obtained when no signal is
incident on the converter, 𝑝 , can be adjusted depending on the application by
changing the ratio of positive and negative offset voltages.
3.3. Experimental Setup
3.3.1. Overview
To demonstrate the proposed offset PDM technique, the OTDR system
highlighted in Figure 20 was used. In this system, the OTDR is aided by a Xilinx
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ZCU104 evaluation board, which houses an UltraScale+ SoC. According to the Xilinx
Vivado utilization report, the design, which enables fine measurements up to 60m,
requires 7582 lookup tables, 103 lookup table RAM, and 6619 flip-flops. As is shown
in Figure 20, enabled by the proposed offset PDM technology, the output of the TIA
could be connected directly to a differential I/O port of the SoC through the AC couple
capacitor, which significantly reduces the overhead and enables the run-time
reconfigurability. A server is run on the processing system (PS) of the SoC to enable a
client to send data to and receive measurements from it via user interface (UI) on a
host computer. This communication enables full reconfiguration of the transceivers
parameters such as drive currents, fiber reach, data patterns, and operating mode.

Figure 20: System block diagram. SoC, system-on-chip; LD, laser driver; DFB-SCL,
distributive feedback semiconductor laser; CIR, circulator; FUT, fiber under test;
TER, termination; ROSA, receiver optical sub-assembly; Rx/Tx_p and Rx/Tx_n,
physical differential I/O Pads of the SoC for receiver and transmitter; LD_prog, laser
driver programming interface.
The measuring procedure of a fine measurement is illustrated in Figure 21. Most
of the tasks can be organized into different modules within the programmable logic
(PL) of the SoC; namely, modules M0-M5 as outlined in Figure 21. The last task is
performed by the host computer after all the data has been acquired to organize the
data, run noise reduction algorithms [17], and present it to an operator.
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Figure 21: Flow chart and block diagram of the system-on-chip (SoC). 𝑆 , number of
averages; 𝛽, number of offset voltages used; 𝑃
, number of phase shifts required,
LD, laser driver; Tx, transmitter; MMCM, mixed-mode clock manager; PS_EN_clk,
phase shift enabled system clock; PS_EN_fast, phase shift enabled sampling clock;
Rx/Tx_p and Rx/Tx_n, physical differential I/O Pads of the SoC for receiver and
transmitter; LD_prog, laser driver programming interface.
3.3.2. Field-Programmable Design
3.3.2.1. M0: Laser Driver Controller
The first task in the measuring procedure is to set the desired parameters of the
laser driver (LD). These parameters include bias current, modulation current,
equalization, de-emphasis, and eye crossing adjustment. The values are set by the
client and are programmed into the LD through a proprietary 3-wire interface. This
task does not necessarily have to be repeated for each measurement if the LD is
already programmed with the desired parameters.
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3.3.2.2. M1: GTH Transmitter
In an OTDR measurement, a test is initiated by a probing pulse sent by the SoC.
This probing pulse can either be a wide probe if a coarse measurement is being
performed or a narrow probe if a fine measurement is being performed. The coarse
probe is beneficial in hyper-scale datacenters and long-haul networks where a realtime sampling approach is desired to quickly diagnose a fiber. If a problem is
identified, a fine measurement is performed to “zoom” into the regions of interest with
a much higher SR. In this system, the probe is sent by a GTH transmitter (Tx) of the
Ultrascale+. As a result, the width of the probe is directly controlled by the data
pattern sent by the GTH Tx, which can be programmed by the client. Furthermore, the
system clock is supplied by the GTH Tx to ensure the transmission of the data is
aligned with the clock edge.
3.3.2.3. M2: De-serializer
When a measurement is obtained, the IBUFDSE3 differential input buffer of the
UltraScale+ architecture is used as the analog-to-probability converter due to its offset
calibration capabilities. This input buffer enables the flexibility of seven positive
offset voltages and seven negative offset voltages in steps of 5mV from -35mV to
35mV to be selected. The output of the IBUDSE3 is then incident on a deserializer
(ISERDES). The ISERDES samples the output of the IBUDSE3 with a phase shift
enabled fast clock, PS_EN_fast, supplied by a mixed-mode clock manager (MMCM).
Additionally, a phase shift enabled system clock, PS_EN_clk, must also be supplied
by the MMCM to set the rate at which the output of the ISERDES contains new data.
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In this system, 4-bit deserialization is performed with a fast clock of 400MHz and a
system clock of 100MHz.
3.3.2.4. M3: Receiver Controller
The output of the ISERDES is sent to a receiver controller where the data is
saved into block RAM (BRAM) via memory mapped interface. The receiver
controller is responsible for initiating the collection of the data, accumulating the
running sum of the ISERDES output for a given measurement, and sending data to the
client. The number of averages to be performed, 𝑆 , is set by the client and was 4096
for all measurements in this paper.
3.3.2.5. M4: Offset Controller
Once all the running sums are collected, the FPVO is adjusted through the offset
controller. This controller ensures that all measurements are acquired under the β
offset voltages specified by the client.
3.3.2.6. M5: Mixed-Mode Clock Manager
Due to the time-invariant nature of the fiber under test (FUT), an equivalent time
sampling (ETS) [10], [12], [16], [19] approach can be taken by utilizing the fine phase
shifting capabilities of the MMCM to shift the phase of the sample clock with respect
to the probing pulse between measurements. In this paper, a voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) clock of 1.2GHz was used, which enables a phase shift precision of
14.8ps and a sampling rate of 67.5GS/s. If the system clock of 100MHz was used, 672
phase shifts (𝑃

= 672) would be required to close the gap left behind by the

system clock; however, 𝑃

is reduced by using the ISERDES. The increased real-

time sampling rate enables a reduction in the gap between samples. More specifically,
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since 4-bit de-serialization is performed, the gap to fill between samples is reduced by
one forth, resulting in only 168 phase shifts to be required.
While able to promote the reduction of the SR in the system, a significant
drawback is realized in terms of acquisition time. The total duration of a single
measurement, 𝑇

, can be expressed as:
𝑇

where 𝑇

= 𝛽𝑇

𝑆 𝑃

+ 𝑇 𝑃









is the period of the optical probe and 𝑇 is the time to shift the phase of

the clock (12 clock cycles). While the phase of the sampling clock is being changed,
the data in the BRAM is sent to the client. After it is received, the BRAM is cleared to
prepare for the measurements of the next clock phase. The offset control logic can be
realized in a single clock cycle. As a result, its contribution is negligible.
3.3.3. Optical Design
The control probe sent by the GTH transmitter is received by a 10GB/s
MAX3946 LD where it is transferred to the programmed modulation current to drive
an Alcatel 3CN00386EA distributive feedback semiconductor laser (DFB-SCL). The
temperature of the DFB-SCL was maintained at 22°C via thermo-electric cooler
control. The optical output is then guided into the FUT, shown in detail in Figure 22,
by a circulator (CIR). The reflections that occur in the FUT then propagate back
through the CIR and into a 10GB/s Vitex avalanche photodetector (APD) receiver
optical sub-assembly (ROSA) where they are converted into a voltage measurement.
The output of the ROSA is then AC coupled directly to the PADs of a HP differential
I/O interface of the SoC.
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Figure 22: Detailed breakdown of the FUT. APC, angled physical connector; UPC,
ultra-physical connector; VOA, variable optical attenuator; TER, termination.
The LD, DFB-SCL, and ROSA were integrated onto a custom 4-layer printed
circuit board (PCB) as shown in Figure 23. This PCB plugs into the ZCU104 through
an FPGA mezzanine card (FMC) connector. Uniquely, this OTDR features a minimal
overhead since a LD, transceiver optical sub assembly (TOSA), ROSA, and SoC are
readily available in optical links.

Figure 23: Custom printed circuit board used to house the LD, DFB-SCL, and ROSA.
3.4. Experimental Results
3.4.1. Probability-to-Voltage Map Generation
Before performing any measurements, a calibration needs to be performed to
generate a PVM based on the noise that is incident on the input buffer using the
methods described in Section 3.2.3. Since this application is more interested in the
incident optical power, a probability to optical power map (POPM) will be generated.
In the proof-of-concept system shown in Figure 23, the intrinsic noise covered a
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voltage range slightly greater than two offset voltages: namely, 5mV and 10mV. The
probabilities associated with these offset voltages are indicated by sampling points in
Figure 24(a). Furthermore, the map approximated by the extrapolated 𝜇 and 𝜎 ,
which is the POPM used for conversions, is superimposed with the actual map to
evaluate its accuracy. In this system, 𝜇 = −7.02mV and 𝜎 = 2.9𝜇V.

Figure 24: Probability to Optical Power Map: (a) Intrinsic noise mapping; (b) Offset
PDM noise mapping.
To demonstrate the benefits of using the offset PDM technique, seven negative
and one positive offset voltage was used. More specifically, 𝜇 was modulated from 42.02mV to 2.02mV in increments of 5mV. The resulting POPM that is generated is
presented in Figure 24(b). The offset PDM technique does in fact increase the optical
powers dynamic range. Importantly, this enhancement would be more significant if 𝜇
was positive, making the reconfigurability of the system essential to adapt to any
environment.
3.4.2. Fault Detection
The proposed system was evaluated by sending a 5dBm optical probe into the
FUT shown in Figure 22. From (3), the required time to acquire a measurement is
0.87s. The accuracy of the measurements was verified using the known optical return
loss (ORL) of ultra-physical connector (UPC) mattings (50-55dB), UPC-to-air
interfaces (14dB), as well as the specified ORL of the variable optical attenuator
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(VOA) in-line connection (50dB). The purpose of the VOA is to manipulate the UPCto-air ORL such that the full dynamic range of the receiver can be realized. This was
achieved by setting the attenuation to 9dB, or 18dB round trip, to make the ORL of the
termination 32dB.

Figure 25: Experimental evaluation: (a) raw intrinsic measurement; (b) raw offset
PDM measurement; (c) mapped intrinsic measurement; (d) mapped offset PDM
measurement.
The measurements that were obtained are presented in Figure 25, where Figure
25(a-b) is the raw measurements obtained when the intrinsic noise and offset PDM
technique was used, respectively. A slight deviation in the expected distance between
the reflection caused by the VOA and termination can be attributed to delay caused by
the VOA itself. Furthermore, the UPC matting misalignment can be attributed to
uncalibrated delay from the launch cable. Correlated noise was removed using noise
reduction techniques described in [17]. After using the corresponding POPMs, the
corresponding measurements in Figure 25(c-d) are obtained. As expected, the UPC
matting and VOA ORL are on the same order, ~49dBm, whereas the termination ORL
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is larger. When the intrinsic noise is used without the offset PDM technique, the
termination ORL cannot be extracted. More specifically, the converter is saturated in
Figure 25(c); however, from Figure 25(d) when the offset PDM technique is used, it
can be observed that the termination produces a reflectance of -33.5dB. From Figure
24(b), it can be observed that this is the maximum reflectance that can be measured
without saturating the converter. Thus, by using the offset PDM technique in this
system, the dynamic range of the incident optical power was increased from 19dB to
23.5dB.
3.5. Conclusion
This paper proposes a means to overcome the challenges faced by integrated
OTDRs by taking advantage of the modern development of SoCs. More specifically,
by using the field-programmable voltage offset (FPVO) of an input buffer, which is
typically used to compensate for process variations, a high performance,
reconfigurable, and I/O integrated data converter can be realized.
A proof-of-concept design was presented in which an OTDR with an optical
power sensitivity of -52dBm and dynamic range of 23.5dB was demonstrated. This
design simply consists of components already existent in optical networks, such as
SoCs, LDs, TOSAs, and ROSAs, making it a truly minimal overhead design that can
be integrated into optical transceivers in the future.
Importantly, the concepts presented are not exclusive to OTDRs, but can also be
applied to any system whose purpose is to measure small signals that are often
consumed by noise.
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Abstract
A time-domain optical physical unclonable function reader is implemented using
components in communication infrastructures, enabling transceiver-integrated
authentication for secure communication and anti-counterfeit applications. Fiber,
25cm and longer, is authenticated with an error less than 1%.
4.1. Introduction
To address a security concern arising from the growing use of optical fiber,
physical unclonable functions (PUFs) [1], can be used. Recent research has been
conducted which demonstrates the concept of using the intrinsic unavoidable
molecular level impurities within the optical waveguide, namely, Rayleigh
backscattering, as a PUF for authentication [2]. This research, however, has limited
reach in industry due to the inherent high cost, large form-factor, and complexity of its
optical frequency-domain reflectometer (OFDR).
Optical time-domain reflectometers (OTDRs) have not been considered for this
application due to their inability to detect Rayleigh backscattering with high spatial
resolution (SR); however, a recently proposed integrated OTDR (iOTDR) offers the
ability to measure reflections in an optical fiber with high SR [3]. Utilizing the
concepts of the iOTDR, the Rayleigh backscattering can be extracted in the timedomain with high SR at a minimal overhead, enabling it to qualify as an efficient,
highly reliable, and transceiver-integrated optical PUF reader.
4.2. Principle
To determine whether a measured PUF is from a genuine fiber or an imposter,
the similarity is evaluated by performing a dot product between the measured PUF and
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the ID stored in memory. Furthermore, to obtain a response from the system, a
hypothesis test is used. More specifically, hypothesis 𝐻 outputs “No” when the PUFs
are from different fibers and hypothesis 𝐻 outputs “Yes” when the PUFs are from the
same fiber.
A threshold must be selected to determine which hypothesis is received for a
given similarity calculation. This threshold is selected such that the false acceptance
rate, 𝑃 , and false rejection rate, 𝑃 , are equal, meaning we have an equal error rate
(EER). For a robust authentication system, an EER below 1% is desired.
4.3. Implementation
The prototype design, outlined in Figure 26, consists of a 10GB/s MAX3946
laser driver (LD), Alcatel 3CN00386EA distributive-feedback semiconductor laser
(DFB-SCL), and Vitex 10GB/s receiver optical sub-assembly (ROSA), which were all
integrated on a custom 4-layer daughter board that plugs into a Xilinx Ultrascale+
system-on-chip (SoC) evaluation board. The transmitted optical probe, which is
generated via gain-switching technology, is amplified by an INO erbium doped fiber
amplifier (EDFA) that has a pump power of 35mW. This probe is sent into a fiber
under test (FUT), terminated with an angled physical connector (APC), through a
circulator (CIR), which also directs the PUF of the fiber into the ROSA. The output of
the ROSA is then directly AC coupled to an input buffer of the SoC. This input buffer
is used as an analog-to-probability converter [3]. Uniquely, all necessary components
needed for the proposed reader including LD, DFB-SCL, ROSA, and network switch
embedded SoC, are readily available in modern optical networks. As a result, the
system can find applications in industry with little to no hardware modification to
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existing transceivers. Such a feat is a significant improvement from existing optical
PUF readers.

Figure 26: System design. Rx/Tx_p and Rx/Tx_n, Pads of the SoC for receiver and
transmitter, respectively; LD_prog, LD programming interface; TIA, transimpedance
amplifier.
4.4. Experimental Results
In the authentication experiments, 1000 PUF measurements were recorded for 12
distinct fiber sections at room temperature. The genuine similarity distribution,
P(𝑆 |𝐻 ), and imposter similarity distribution, P(𝑆 |𝐻 ), was then obtained for 50cm
long fiber segments as shown in Figure 27(a). These results indicate that a clear
distinction can be made between a genuine and imposter fiber; however, to quantify
the performance, the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) were calculated.
Moreover, to examine both the effect of the fiber length and SR on the PUF reader’s
performance, ROC curves for fiber lengths of 50cm, 25cm, and 23cm were calculated
for SRs of 6cm and 12cm. The results, which are presented in Figure 27(b),
demonstrate that the fiber can be authenticated with an EER less than 1% for segments
as small as 25cm. When the segment decreases to 23cm, the EER increases just
beyond 1%. Inevitably, when the SR increases, the PUF readers performance
decreases since a single sample consists of more backscattering point sources; this
ultimately results in less distinct samples which broadens the imposter distribution.
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Figure 27: Experimental results: (a) Genuine and imposter distributions; (b) ROC at
room temperate; (c) ROC across various temperatures.
4.5. Discussion
While the experimental results indicate a valid time-domain optical PUF reader,
there are environmental factors that could impact the performance. As a result,
additional experiments were conducted to evaluate the influence of temperature. These
tests were performed by taking 1000 measurements of 6 segments 50cm in length
when the fiber was given a water bath at temperatures of 25°C, 27°C, and 30°C. The
SR in these tests was 6cm. The similarity was calculated across different temperature
sets. As shown in Figure 27(c), it was found that when the temperature varied more
than 2°C for 50cm segments, the EER increases beyond 1%. This phenomenon is
likely a cause of both thermal expansion and propagation velocity variation, which
effects the backscattering point sources integrated under the probe at a given time. The
authors leave further details of the temperature influence to future work; however, the
sensitivity to temperature can be countered by utilizing a form of lookup table to
compare a PUF measurement with a set of IDs taken across the operating environment
of the system.
Experiments were also conducted on the influence of vibration by using a piezoelectric driver. These experiments indicated that when the fiber is exposed to
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vibrations as high as 50Hz, the optical PUF readers performance remains unchanged.
The proposed system is therefore robust against vibrations, enabling it to be deployed
in applications such as automotive in addition to anti-counterfeit and secure
communications.
4.6. Conclusion
This work demonstrates a significant improvement to existing optical fiber PUF
readers in terms of form-factor and cost. Although temperature sensitive, methods can
be adopted to combat this drawback. Significantly, authentication capabilities can be
integrated into optical transceivers to improve the security of communication
infrastructures.
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Abstract
The maturity of optical fiber is growing in modern society due to its superior
advantages over its more traditional copper counterpart. Consequently, the cost of its
instrumentation is decreasing while the performance increases. Moreover, the physical
properties of the fiber are becoming more understood, enabling fiber to find
applications in not only telecommunication settings but also as distributed vibration,
strain, and temperature sensors. There have been many different systems at the source
of optical fiber sensors implemented over the years, such as Brillouin optical timedomain reflectometers, Raman optical time-domain reflectometers, phase optical timedomain reflectometers, and optical frequency-domain reflectometers, but they all face
limitations.
The time-domain reflectometers struggle to achieve a sub-meter spatial
resolution due to dynamic range trade-offs, while the frequency-domain reflectometers
struggle to achieve sensing ranges beyond 100m due to phase error. Additionally, all
previously proposed designs have large overheads in terms of both form-factor and
cost.
The system proposed in this work directly maps optical reflections at different
locations along the length of a fiber to a processing element (PE) array in an FPGA to
achieve real-time in-sensor parallel data processing. We demonstrate, through
experimental evaluation, the proposed SoC-based phase optical time-domain
reflectometer overcomes the abovementioned shortages. The reconfigurable, compact,
and powerful nature of the SoC at the core of the system enables it to adapt to many
different applications by allowing an operator to optimize desired characteristics,
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including spatial resolution, cost and complexity, and acquisition time. Furthermore,
the design features a minimal overhead, allowing it to find many different applications
in industry such as structural health monitoring, distributed vibration sensing,
perimeter monitoring, and distributed temperature sensing.
5.1. Introduction
Optical fiber has become a critical instrument in modern society. Its use is
growing in telecommunication settings for both long-haul and short-reach networks to
meet the growing data rates. It is desired for its many advantages such as immunity to
electromagnetic interference, low-loss, and practically unlimited bandwidth.
Additionally, it has found its way into sensing applications. As the technology
continues to become more mature, the cost of the required instrumentation, such as
laser source and photodetectors, is decreasing. Furthermore, the inherent lightweight,
high sensitivity to environmental variations, and ability to withstand harsh
environments makes the optical fiber desirable over its electrical counterpart.
The properties of the fiber can be extracted by examining the phase, amplitude,
frequency, or polarization of the backscattering that takes place within. This consists
of Rayleigh, Raman, and Brillouin backscattering [1, 2]. Rayleigh backscattering is
considered elastic because the light scattered from the forward propagating signals
interaction with an inhomogeneous particle within the fibers core contains the same
frequency as the source. Brillouin backscattering occurs when the light interacts with
acoustic photons propagating within the fiber. Raman backscattering is a result
molecular vibration. As a result, the frequency of the Brillouin and Raman scattered
light has a shift in frequency and is considered to be inelastic.
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Conventional optical time-domain reflectometers (OTDRs) are used to extract
the magnitude of the Rayleigh backscattering to characterize the loss within a fiber
[3]. These systems, however, are not able to measure temperature or strain variations
induced on the fiber and cannot be used in sensing applications.
Brillion optical-time domain reflectometers (BOTDRs) can measure both
temperature and strain variations by utilizing the inelastic nature of the scattered light
and measuring the frequency shift. These sensors offer the ability to measure hundreds
of kilometers of fiber with centi-meter to meter spatial resolution; however, they suffer
in terms of sensing resolution and form factor. More specifically, the optimal
temperature sensitivity is on the order of 0.5°C, and the strain sensitivity is on the
order of tens of 𝜇𝜖 (

) [4, 5]. Due to their advantageous measuring range, they are

typically desired for structural health monitoring in industry.
Raman optical time-domain reflectometers (ROTDRs) also take advantage of the
inelastic nature of Raman scattering but can only be used for distributed temperature
sensing. These sensors have spatial resolutions down to the meter range and can
measure fibers tens of kilometers in length [6]. Like the BOTDR, the ROTDR also has
limitation in temperature sensing sensitivity. Additionally, they also suffer in formfactor due to the additional requirement of wavelength division multiplexing to
separate the different types of scattering.
Phase-sensitive optical time-domain reflectometers (phase-OTDRs) offer
advantageous sensing sensitivity and dynamic event measuring capability at the cost
of measuring distance. These sensors look at the phase information of a Rayleigh
backscattering profile. There are many implementations of the Phase-OTDR; however,
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most are bulky and impractical for industrial deployment due their demodulation
schemes [7, 8]. The most promising phase-OTDR uses a direct-detection scheme
which looks at the coherent interference of backscattering centers under an optical
probe [9]. These types of sensors can measure fibers up to kilometers in length with a
spatial resolution on the order of meters. In addition, they have been shown to be
capable of achieving strain sensitivity on the order of tens of p𝜖 with processing
techniques [10]. Unfortunately, they still require relatively bulky and costly
implementations realized from components such as optical amplifiers and filters. Even
though these sensors are not able to sense fibers hundreds of kilometers in length like
the BOTDR-based sensor, their enhanced sensing sensitivity make them desirable for
distributed vibration sensing in the oil and gas industry as well as perimeter and
structural health monitoring.
Another way to sense temperature and strain is to work in the frequency domain.
More specifically, optical frequency-domain reflectometer (OFDR)-based sensors
have been favored in industries, such as automotive, for their superior spatial
resolutions, which can be in the centimeter range; however, as previously seen, this
enhanced spatial resolution comes at the cost of other performance metrics. Without
complex phase error compensation techniques to overcome the coherent length
limitation of the laser source, the measuring distance of these sensors is limited to tens
of meters [1]. Additionally, to maximize the coherent length of the source, a narrow
linewidth laser must be used, adding cost to the design. These sensors are also costly
and bulky in nature due to their linear frequency-swept source. Another drawback is
realized by the polarization fading of the reflecting events, ultimately effecting the
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quality of the interference with a reference event. Polarization maintaining
components can be used to combat this problem, but extra care must also be taken to
ensure external perturbations are not incident on the fiber. The sensing sensitivity, on
the order of hundreds of millikelvin and 𝜇𝜖, is superior to that of BOTDR or ROTDRbased sensors; however, its cost efficiency and bulkiness makes it undesirable for wide
deployment. The frequency domain measurement method mentioned above also
requires complex digital signal processing, which requires a high-performance
computation platform and makes the measurement system hard to be integrated.
This paper introduces a new system-on-chip (SoC)-based phase-OTDR
implementation that utilizes a Xilinx Ultrascale+ to realize a distributed optical fiber
sensor with a minimal overhead. This approach is based on frequency shift
compensation techniques and is shown to be capable of achieving a spatial resolution
of 12.5cm, strain sensitivity of 661n𝜖, temperature sensitivity of 0.08°𝐶, and sensing
distance of 110m. Importantly, the proposed system can achieve dynamic measuring
capability on the order of kHz by taking advantage of the reconfigurable nature of the
SoC/FPGA architecture. As an enabler, it directly maps optical reflections at different
locations along the length of a fiber to a processing element (PE) array in an FPGA to
achieve real-time in-sensor parallel data processing. Furthermore, the systems digital
hardware design enables it to adapt based on the application it is deployed for as
opposed to other implementations that target a specific industry.
It offers a competitor to the favored OFDR-based sensor with a cost at least two
orders of magnitude less. More specifically, industrial OFDR-based sensors are on the
market with a price tag on the order of $100,000, while the estimated cost of the
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proposed system is less than $1,000. Additionally, considering that the SoC used in
this system can also be used for other applications, such as real-time feedback control,
data collection/processing for other sensing modalities in a larger system, etc., the real
cost for the distributed optical fiber sensor can be substantially less than $1,000.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, the working principle of the
proposed system will be explained in detail. Next, the implementation, including the
logic design, of the SoC-based sensor will be described in Section 5.3. Section 5.4
outlines the experimental results that were obtained from the proposed system. After
that, the adaptable aspects, enabled by the SoC, and trade-offs of the system will be
presented in Section 5.5. Lastly, the paper is concluded in Section 5.6.
5.2. Working Principle
5.2.1. Direct-Detection Phase-OTDR Theory
The direct-detection phase-OTDR measures the interference of reflections caused
by inhomogeneous particles within the fibers core that are there because of imperfect
manufacturing processes. These unavoidable imperfections can be thought to be
uniformly distributed within the core of the fiber. The backscattering profile is known
as Rayleigh backscattering. When a coherent optical probe is transmitted into an
optical fiber, the coherent mixing of multiple reflections causes the Rayleigh
backscattering profile to appear “jagged”. An example of how multiple reflections
interfere as the optical probe propagates down a fiber is presented in Figure 28, where
the optical probe width, W, covers four of the N backscattering centers in the sensor
fiber: namely, 𝑟 , 𝑟 , 𝑟 , and 𝑟 . It is apparent that in this example, up to two
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backscattering centers interfere at a given time since up to two can reside in half the
pulse width.

Figure 28: Direct-detection phase-OTDR theory: Tx, transmitter; Rx, receiver; CIR,
circulator; W, pulse width; 𝑟 , reflection from backscattering center 𝑖
The optical power, 𝑝(𝑡), measured at the receiver (Rx) can be derived from the
backscattered electromagnetic wave, 𝑒(𝑡), as:
(1)

𝑃(𝑡) = |𝑒(𝑡)| = 𝑃 (𝑡) + 𝑃 (𝑡)

where 𝑃 (𝑡) is the optical power generated by individual backscattering centers and
𝑃 (𝑡) is the optical power generated by the coherent interference between
backscattering centers underneath the optical probe at a given time, 𝑡. If the coherent
optical probe is modeled to be rectangular in nature with a pulse width of W, the two
components of the measured power can be expressed as [10]:
𝑃 (𝑡) = ∑
𝑃 (𝑡) = 2 ∑

∑

𝑎 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(

𝑎 𝑎 cos 𝜙

),

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(

(2)
)𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(

),

(3)

where 𝑎 , 𝑎 , 𝜏 and 𝜏 are the amplitudes and delays of the 𝑖th and 𝑗th backscattering
centers respectively and 𝜙 is the phase related to the interference pattern, expressed
as:
𝜙 = 2𝜐(𝜏 − 𝜏 ),
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(4)

where 𝜐 is the optical frequency. The term related to the attenuation introduced by the
fiber is neglected in (2) and (3) since the attenuation is negligible for fibers on the
order of hundreds of meters in length.
The delays of the backscattering centers are related to distance, d, by 𝑑 =

,

where 𝑣 is the propagation velocity of the light in the fiber. Thus, (4) can be written
as:
(5)

𝜙 = 4𝜐𝑣 (𝑑 − 𝑑 ),
which shows that the Rayleigh backscattering profile is directly proportional to the
distance between backscattering centers. When the fiber undergoes a temperature
change, this distance will vary because of thermal expansion and refractive index

variation. Furthermore, if strain is applied to the fiber, the distance will also vary due
to the physical stretching and compression that is applied to the fiber.
Importantly, the backscattering profile is also directly proportional to the optical
frequency of the laser source. As a result, 𝑣 can be controlled to compensate for a
changing distance between backscattering centers. The frequency change required to
compensate such a change can then be used to calculate either the temperature or
strain variation that the optical fiber has undergone by utilizing knowledge of fiber
Bragg gratings. More specifically, we can use the well-known relationships [11],
= −(1 − 𝑝 )Δ𝜖 = −7.81Δ𝜖,

(6)

= −(𝛾 + 𝛾 )Δ𝑇 = −6.67𝑥10 Δ𝑇,

(7)

where 𝑣 and Δ𝑣 are the initial and change in optical frequency respectively, 𝑝 is the
strain-optic coefficient of silica (~0.22), Δ𝜖 is the strain variation, 𝛾
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is the

coefficient of thermal expansion, 𝛾 is the thermal-optic coefficient of silica, and Δ𝑇 is
the temperature variation.
An advantage of this technique is the fact that the interference is constrained to
half the probe width, or . As a result, the coherence length of the laser is no longer a
concern when using pulse widths of 10ns or less, which is desired for achieving spatial
resolutions below 1m. Additionally, the lights polarization and fibers environment are
considered to be stable in these small sections.
5.2.2. Laser Frequency Control
Previous methods to scan the frequency of the laser to find the compensation
frequency consist of chirping the optical frequency by controlling the lasers driving
current [9, 10, 12]. This method has been proven to achieve fast acquisition times,
ultimately expanding its dynamic measuring capability; however, it requires a large
overhead current curve generator as well as an optical amplifier to generate the optical
probe from the lasers continuous-wave output.
This paper introduces an alternative low-cost and small form-factor solution to
scan the frequency of the laser. More specifically, the lasers frequency is controlled by
varying its temperature; the output wavelength temperature tunability of a distributed
feedback semiconductor laser (DFB-SCL) is typically 0.08nm per degree Celsius and
the temperature range for tunability is typically 15°C; thus, a frequency scan of
149.73GHz can be realized. Relating this to (6) and (7), the sensing range can be
114.23°C or 247.62μϵ. Significantly, a systems laser source needs to be temperature
controlled since its performance is highly dependent on its operating temperature. As a
result, it is common for optical systems to be temperature controlled through thermo83

electric coolers (TECs), which can be realized in a small-form factor and costeffective IC. This means the technique does not add overhead to the system. A
concern that one may have, however, is the fact that controlling the laser through its
temperature is much slower than through its driving current, limiting its dynamic
measuring capability. While true, this drawback can be overcome by implementing a
lookup table.
5.2.3. Finding the Compensation Frequency
A lookup table of backscattering measurements is generated by measuring the
backscattering profile of the sensor fiber at different laser temperatures. The structure
of the lookup table is presented in Figure 29. The first row of the table consists of the
different laser temperatures, while the subsequent rows under a particular column
correspond to the backscattering profile acquired at a given optical frequency, related
by the temperature in the first row. For example, the first laser temperature is
highlighted in green, and the backscattering profile acquired while operating the laser
at this temperature is highlighted in gray; each row, starting at row 1, represents one
sample of the sensing fiber. As a result, there are m samples taken of the sensing fiber
while operating the laser at n+1 different temperatures.

Figure 29: Lookup table structure
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The generation of such a lookup table would be conducted as part of the systems
power up sequence and stored in memory. Additionally, it can be updated to
recalibrate the sensor to its environment. After calibration, a backscattering
measurement can be conducted while the laser is operating at a particular temperature
to detect either temperature or strain variation on the optical fiber. More specifically, if
there is temperature or strain applied to the fiber, the backscattering profile will look
like a different column in the lookup table.
To match a backscattering profile to a laser temperature in the lookup table, the
similarity of the measurement, x, with each column of data samples, y, is calculated
after x and y have been normalized and their DC components removed. The similarity,
𝑆 , is determined by taking the inner product of x and y:
𝑆

=∑

𝑥[𝑞]𝑦[𝑞]

(8)

Thus, the temperature in the first row of the column that produced the highest
similarity will be used to find the compensation frequency that can be applied in (6) or
(7). This calculation is computationally simple, enabling it to easily be conducted in
the reconfigurable fabric of an SoC. Importantly, the optical output power variations
due to a changing operating temperature do not impact the measurements due to the
normalization process; if the optical probe maintains its shape, the backscattering
profile will remain unchanged.
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5.3. Implementation
5.3.1. Overview
The proposed OTDR system is presented in Figure 30. At the core of the OTDR
is a Xilinx Ultrascale+ SoC. Furthermore, a laser driver (LD), DFB-SCL, and receiver
optical subassembly (ROSA) are all integrated onto a custom 4-layer daughter board
that connects to the SoC through a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) mezzanine
card connector (FMC). The temperature of the laser is controlled through an external
Newport temperature controller; however, as mentioned in section 5.2.2, this can be
achieved with a low-cost and small form-factor integrated TEC. Lastly, an external inline INO erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is an optional addition based on the
desired application. Uniquely, this design offers a truly minimal overhead by utilizing
the computational power and dynamic reconfigurability of the SoC. Besides the SoC,
only the unavoidable components that will exist in any electro-optical system are used;
namely, the LD, DFB-SCL, ROSA, and temperature controller.
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Figure 30: System block diagram. SoC, system-on-chip; LD, laser driver; DFB-SCL,
distributive feedback semiconductor laser; CIR, circulator; TERM, termination;
ROSA, receiver optical sub-assembly; prog, laser driver programming interface.
The OTDR first transmits an optical probe, generated from the DFB-SCL and
controlled by the SoC, into an optical circulator. The circulator then guides the probe
into the sensing fiber. After that, the Rayleigh backscattering propagates back through
the circulator and into the ROSA that is directly AC coupled into the input buffer of a
GTH Rx in the SoC.
5.3.2. Data Acquisition
To convert the analog signals into digital information that can be analyzed by the
SoC with an input buffer, the analog-to-probability converter (APC) technology [13,
14] is used. Unlike traditional data converters, the APC utilizes the noise incident on
the input buffer. In an electro-optical system, this noise can be contributed from three
sources: namely, thermal (𝜎 ), shot (𝜎 ), and dark (𝜎 ) noise, which can be described
as the following when using an avalanche photodetector (APD) [15]:
𝜎 =

,
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(9)

𝜎 = 2𝑞𝑃 𝑅𝐹 𝑀 Δ𝑓,

(10)

𝜎 = 2𝑞𝐼

(11)

𝐹 𝑀 Δ𝑓,

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature of the environment, 𝑅 is the
load resistance, 𝑞 is the electron charge, 𝑃 is the incident optical power, R is the
APD responsivity, 𝐹 is the excess noise factor, M is the multiplication factor, 𝐼

is

the APD dark current, and Δ𝑓 is the effective bandwidth of the receiver.
When a time-invariant voltage is incident on the buffer, it will have a certain
probability of triggering a logic high output if it falls within the coverage of the noise.
As a result, the accumulated number of logic high outputs of the buffer over a number
of samples is a direct representation of the analog signal at its input. The probability is
related to the incident voltage by the cumulative density function of the noise.
A unique feature of this data conversion technique is that rather than utilizing
low-noise components to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio and improve the sensitivity
of the receiver, a large noise is desired to optimize the receiver’s dynamic range. Since
the Rayleigh backscattering reflectivity is on the order of -82dB for standard singlemode telecommunication fiber with a 1ns wide optical probe, a sensitive receiver is
required. One way to improve the receiver would be to increase the multiplication
factor of the APD by increasing its bias voltage. Consequently, this also increases
𝐼

and, as seen in (10) and (11), also increases the total noise power. Unlike

traditional converters, the APC uses this to its advantage. As a result, the
multiplication factor of the APD can be increased to improve both the receivers gain
and dynamic range. Care must be taken, however, to not bias the APD above its
breakdown voltage.
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5.3.3. SoC Design
A simplified block diagram of the SoC design is presented in Figure 31. Inside
the SoC, there are three major blocks: namely, the GTH transceiver, processing system
(PS), and programmable logic (PL).

Figure 31: SoC Block Diagram
The GTH transceiver operates at a data rate of 8Gb/s with a user data width of
80-bit and an internal data width of 40-bit for both the Tx and Rx channels. As a
result, the smallest probe width is 125ps, and the sampling rate is 8GSPS.
Furthermore, the system clock is derived from the GTH voltage-controlled oscillator
and is 100MHz. Ultimately, the GTH Rx acts as an 80-bit de-serializer providing 80
samples from the sensing fiber to the PL in one system clock cycle. We can convert
the sampling interval, 𝑡 , to distance in the sensing fiber by using the relation:
𝑑=

,

(12)

where 2 accounts for the round trip, which gives us a sampling resolution of ~1.2cm.
The PS is loaded with a remote server to enable a client, controlled by a host
computer, to communicate remotely over a network. The client operates through a
user interface that enables an operator to control many different parameters within the
PL through the PS. Additionally, the PS is responsible for handling both the transfer of
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measurement results into DDR memory and the transfer of measurement results from
memory to the client. The lookup table generated during a calibration process, shown
in Figure 29, can also be held in memory. There are different ways of performing the
similarity calculation to match a measurement with a table entry including software
through the PS or hardware through dedicated digital-signal processing (DSP) fabric
for in-sensor processing. This processing can be performed while a subsequent
measurement is being conducted to optimize dynamic measuring capability. This work
uses the software approach and leaves the advantages of DSP acceleration for future
investigation.
The unique capabilities of modern SoCs enable systems such as this distributed
optical fiber sensor to be dynamically controllable through its PL. In this design, the
PL consists of three major blocks: namely, laser control, data acquisition, and direct
memory access (DMA).
The laser control is responsible for programming the laser driver through a 3wire interface based on values that are set by the client and relayed from the PS. This
programming interface enables the laser’s bias and modulation current to be set as
well as the laser driver’s, equalization, eye-crossing, and de-emphasis.
The data acquisition module is responsible for handling the N+1-bit de-serialized
data from the GTH Rx and is illustrated in Figure 32. It consists of many processing
elements (PE), each with an accumulator and temporary storage element, i.e. p-bit
flip-flop array. The sampled reflections from the sensing fiber have a 1-to-1 mapping
to a PE. As a result, the reflections can be thought of as a bitstream representing the
physical property of the fiber. Since N+1 samples are acquired in one system clock
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cycle, parallelization can be exploited in the PL to utilize N+1 PEs per system clock
cycle. As mentioned in section 5.3.2, the number of logic high outputs for a given
sample is accumulated and temporarily stored in its corresponding PE. Thus, the width
of the flip-flop arrays, p, depends on the number of averages that are being conducted.
The sensing distance of the system is thus limited by the number of logic elements
available in the FPGA.

Figure 32: Illustration of the in-sensor parallel data processing array. PE, processing
element
Once all the data has been accumulated in the temporary storage elements in the
PEs, the data is transferred to DDR memory through the DMA module. Once the
transfer is complete, the temporary storage is cleared to prepare for the next sensor
measurement. A flow chart describing the SoC’s process of acquiring data is presented
in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: Flow chart of the SoCs data acquisition process. 𝑆
conducted

, number of averages

5.4. Experimental Results
5.4.1. Strain
To test the feasibility of the proposed optical fiber sensor, Young’s Modulus was
measured by applying stress on a 50cm segment at the end of a fiber using a pulley
and weights. The sensing range was set to 110m, and the number of averages used was
512. As a result, the duration of a sensor measurement is 563.2𝜇s. This results in a
sensor sampling rate of 1.8kHz. From Nyquist theory, this translates to the ability to
measure dynamic events with a frequency up to 888Hz. Furthermore, the required
resources for the entire design include 93,718 LUTs, 332 LUT RAMs, and 93,697
flip-flops. Of these total resources, the data acquisition module utilizes 90,131 LUTs,
and 88,696 flip-flops.
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The stress applied can be determined using the following relationship:
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 =

(13)

,

where 𝑔 is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 ), 𝑊

is the weight applied in

kilograms, and A is the cross-sectional area of the fiber. From this stress and the
measured stain, the Young’s Modulus, 𝑌, of the fiber can be determined from:
(14)

𝑌=
In the experiments performed, three fibers were tested of two Corning®
products: namely, LEAF® and SMF-28®. Previous evaluation on the Young’s

Modulus of optical fibers can be utilized for verification. In recent works, Young’s
Modulus was measured to be, on average, 22GPa for as-received fiber [16].
The lookup table was generated by varying the laser temperature from
approximately 24.02°C to 22.27°C in steps of 0.01°C. This enables a strain
measurement range of approximately 115.64𝜇𝜖 with a sensitivity of ~661n𝜖. The
approximation is due to the constantly changing temperature of the laser and the
sensitivity limitation is due to the smallest temperature step available by the
temperature controller.
The measurement of Young’s Modulus for the three fibers are shown in Figure
34, where Figure 34(a-b) shows the measurements for the two SMF-28® fibers and
Figure 34(c) shows the measurements for the LEAF® fiber. As expected, there is a
strong linear relationship between the applied stress and the measured strain. The fiber
under test was not in an environmentally stable location during the measurements. Due
to the inability to distinguish a difference between temperature and strain variations,
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this could give rise to slight errors. The average value obtained across the three fibers
was 21.43GPa.

Figure 34: Measurement of Young’s Modulus for three different fibers: (a) SMF-28®;
(b) SMF-28®; (C) LEAF®
To test the consistency of a measurement, 1000 measurements were taken of a
fiber, as seen in Figure 35, that was not under strain in ambient room temperature. The
compensation temperature, which is the temperature in the first row of the lookup
table that matches a given measurement, is shown. As expected, this temperature is
consistently at the operating temperature, which means no stress is detected. The
evaluation demonstrates the system can effectively measure 0.01°C worth of strain
due to the limited variability. Furthermore, the similarity calculations inherently
provide a confidence level for each sensor measurement, which can be used as an
indicator that an error has occurred.

Figure 35: Stability of sensor measurements
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5.4.2. Temperature
To test the capability of the system to measure temperature, a lookup table was
generated by varying the laser temperature from approximately 24.02°C to 22.52°C in
steps of 0.01°C. This enabled an environmental temperature change of up to 11.43°C
to be detected with a sensitivity of approximately 0.08°C. Again, this sensitivity is
limited by the temperature controller. This sensing range is used to demonstrate the
concept and can further be increased. Like the strain experiments, the sensing distance
was 110m, and the number of averages used was 512. As a result, the required
resources remain the same. The spatial resolution for the experiments performed in
this section was 50cm.

Figure 36: Detailed breakdown of the sensing fiber used in the temperature sensing
experiments
A breakdown of the sensing fiber used is shown in Figure 36. There are two
portions of various length submerged in a water bath, shown in Figure 37, while the
water was both heated and cooled. This showcases the ability to measure both rising
and falling temperatures. The experimental results are presented in Figure 37 in which
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the system’s ability to measure temperature variations along the length of the fiber in a
distributed fashion is confirmed.

Figure 37: Water bath used for temperature sensing (left) and experimental
measurements (right)
Furthermore, the slight change in the ambient room temperature was detected.
This is apparent by looking at the mean value of the temperature change detected on
the fiber that was not submerged in the water bath. The actual ambient room
temperature measurements for each trace are highlighted in Table 1.
Table 1: Ambient room temperature measurements
Trace Colors
yellow
beige, red
black, orange

Ambient Room Temperature (°C)
20
20.11
20.22
5.5. System Trade-Offs
5.5.1. Overview

A major advantage offered by the SoC at the core of this optical fiber sensor is
the ability to adapt based on the desired application. Its reconfigurable nature enables
many different parameters to be adjusted; however, as with all things in nature, there
is always a trade-off associated with increasing the performance of one characteristic.
The different characteristics that can be optimized in this design and the consequences
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of doing so are highlighted in Table 2 and will be described in more detail in the
following subsections.
Table 2: System trade-offs
Desired Characteristic
Low cost/complexity
High spatial resolution
Low acquisition time

Consequence
Acquisition time
Acquisition time, dynamic range, or system cost
System cost and/or spatial resolution

5.5.2. Low Cost/Complexity
One of the major contributions to the cost and complexity of the system used in
Section 5.4 is the EDFA. The EDFA is required to achieve a high enough signal-tonoise ratio to obtain a strong confidence level. Throughout the evaluation of the
sensor, the authors find that a confidence level of greater than 70% is desired for
accurate sensing.
There is, however, a way to remove the EDFA from the equation, ultimately
reducing the cost and complexity of the system. This can be accomplished by using a
backscattering enhanced fiber rather than standard telecommunication fiber and
performing more averaging. Of course, by performing more averaging, the acquisition
time increases, and the dynamic measuring capability decreases.
To demonstrate the systems performance without an EDFA, OFS AcoustiSens®
fiber was applied as the sensing fiber and the number of averages was increased to 2 24.
The benefit of using this fiber is its backscattering enhancement of 10dB. Young’s
Modulus was then measured using the same technique from Section 5.4. The results
are presented in Figure 38.
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Figure 38: Young’s Modulus measurement without an EDFA
Importantly, the sensing fiber has different properties than standard
telecommunication fiber which results in a different Young’s Modulus. The accuracy,
however, is confirmed by the linearity of the stress and strain relationship. This linear
relationship is only realized on the section of the fiber under stress.
5.5.3. High Spatial Resolution
The spatial resolution can be improved several different ways. One uses a
technique similar to what was reported in [10]. More specifically, samples are
acquired in the frequency domain as well as the time domain to increase the amount of
information that is acquired for a given fiber segment. This can be accomplished by
using different driving currents. Significantly, the exact frequency variation does not
need to be known.
The lookup table needs to be generated for each of the driving currents.
Furthermore, when performing a sensor measurement, the driving current used to
generate a specific lookup table needs to be used to generate the optical probes. This
requires multiple measurements to be conducted for a single sensor reading.
Ultimately, more data is acquired to uniquely characterize the sensing fiber without
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increasing the spatial resolution, or the length of the fiber used for a single sample, at
the cost of acquisition time.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the concept, four driving currents were used to
create four lookup tables. As a result, four measurements need to be taken for a single
sensor measurement. The experimental results of a temperature measurement, using
the sensing fiber from Figure 36 with a spatial resolution of 17.5cm, are outlined in
Figure 39. Figure 39(a-c) shows the measurements when one, two, and four frequency
samples are used respectively. It can be observed that with a single frequency sample,
there is not enough data to uniquely characterize all the fiber segments accurately,
causing false matches in the lookup table; however, as the number of frequency
samples increase, the data acquired for all segments is enough to accurately
characterize the complete sensor fiber. Importantly, this is only a snapshot of the
capabilities of the system. This paper shows the potential of system; the spatial
resolution can be further increased with an increased number of frequency samples.
The ultimate limitation has not yet been investigated.

Figure 39: Experimental results with a spatial resolution of 17.5cm: (a) one frequency
sample; (b) two frequency samples; (c) four frequency samples
The second technique can be applied to systems that do not expect large
temperature or strain variations to happen rapidly. This assumption depends on the
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environment in which the sensor is deployed or the rate at which the sensor is read. In
most applications, such as structural health monitoring, this is a valid assumption.
The technique consists of applying an algorithm to remove outliers from a
measurement, such as those seen in Figure 39(a). These outliers can be removed by
applying a threshold to determine if the data is reasonable or not. If the data is not
reasonable, the previous measurement will be kept. To demonstrate this technique, a
threshold of 2°C was selected as the threshold using the setup that produced the
measurements in Figure 39; however, the spatial resolution was reduced to 12.5cm.
The measurement obtained from the sensor is presented in Figure 40. Importantly, this
method can be applied to strain measurements as well; a threshold of 2°C translates to
a strain threshold of 17.38𝜇𝜖.

Figure 40: Experimental results with a spatial resolution of 12.5cm using an algorithm
to remove outliers
Lastly, an alternative method to increase the spatial resolution is to increase the
sampling rate of the system. With a faster sampling rate, more samples are acquired of
a given fiber segment in the time domain to better characterize the sensing fiber;
however, other challenges arise. More specifically, it becomes more difficult to meet
timing requirements in the FPGA ultimately limiting the number of registers that can
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be used to save data in real-time. Consequently, the acquisition time is increased, and
more expensive hardware is required.
5.5.4. Low Acquisition Time
There are several different methods that can be adapted to reduce the acquisition
time. One method is to increase the output power of the laser to reduce the number of
averages that are required; however, doing so adds unwanted cost to the design.
Another approach is to limit the sensing range to ensure all the samples can be saved
in real-time with the hardware resources available. Longer sensing ranges can be used
by segmenting the measurements out and later piecing them together. The time
required to measure the entire fiber is thus proportional to the number of
segmentations used. This approach may not be applicable to every application. Lastly,
the number of PEs that are available to save samples in real-time can be increased, but
this also adds more cost to the design.
5.6. Conclusion
This paper proposes a new SoC-based distributed optical fiber sensor that can
achieve a strain sensitivity of 661nϵ and a temperature sensitivity of 0.08°C. In
addition, the demonstrated spatial resolution of 12.5cm far exceeds the current stateof-the-art optical time-domain reflectometer-based designs, which are on the order of
meters.
A unique feature of the SoC at the core of the system is the ability to adapt to
different applications. Different techniques to optimize different desired characteristics
were given with experimental demonstrations outlining the potential of this sensing
system. Moreover, the design offers the most cost-effective and smallest form-factor
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of any distributed optical fiber sensor. As a result, it can find applications in many
industrial fields such as structural health monitoring, distributed vibration sensing,
perimeter monitoring, and distributed temperature sensing.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Review of the Problem and Significance of the Study
Data centers are critical infrastructures that are used to consolidate information
technology by big companies such as Google and Amazon as well as smaller
businesses such as libraries. Without maintaining a reliable system, the estimated 4
billion users will not have access to the information. As a result, it is essential that
these data centers are operational 24/7 leading to systems with redundancy and
backups.
In general, data centers use various cable types. More specifically, unshielded
twisted pairs (UTPs) are used for short distances between servers while multi-mode
(MM) and single mode (SM) fiber is used for medium to long distances between
network switches and buildings. While UTPs are the most cost-efficient solution as far
as material and components, it consumes much more power than its fiber counterparts.
Furthermore, MM fiber can generally only be used up to 100m and sees limitations at
10Gb/s speeds, requiring the use of parallel fibers to realize 40Gb/s and beyond. As
these datacenters increase in both size and speed, there is a push to use SM fiber as the
transmission medium throughout the entire data center. While its transceivers are the
most expensive, SM fiber has many advantages such as its low loss, immunity to
electromagnetic interference, and its vast bandwidth. This allows it to be used in
distances far beyond the requirements of datacenters without having to use parallel
cabling. Additionally, as newer technology develops, the cost for SM transceivers is
dropping making them more and more likely to be the sole cabling structure in the
future. This move would greatly reduce the number of cables required to move data;
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however, there is still a substantial number of connections to the servers and switches
that are required. Due to the large number of cables that are required, it is difficult to
pinpoint a fault within a datacenter. This can lead to long down times while a
technician is dispatched to locate and resolve a problem fiber.
Optical time-domain reflectometry is a common technique widely used to detect
faults within a fiber. It works by launching a probing pulse into the fiber under test
(FUT) to measure the Rayleigh Backscattering and Fresnel reflections caused by
variations in the refractive index within the glass core or boundaries between
mediums. OTDRs have an inherent tradeoff between dynamic range and spatial
resolution since using a wider probing pulse leads to an enhanced backscattering level
from the super position of multiple point sources; however, wider pulses create greater
dead zones. Furthermore, OTDRs are generally modularized requiring a technician to
be in the field to perform the test. In data centers, a small spatial resolution is
important due to the relatively short cables that are used. As a result, a short probing
pulse is desired which leads to a more complex and costly OTDR design. More
specifically, the transmitter must have a large analog bandwidth to generate a short
probing pulse and the receiver must consist of a high-end ADC and fast sampling
clock. While these ADCs and fast processors are commercially available, they come
with a large overhead. With such a steep price and bulky design, this diagnostic
technique is not expandable to integrate into existing optical transceivers.
Due to the data center’s goal of reliability to the end user, it is of paramount
importance to locate a fault and remove it from the equation as fast and efficiently as
possible. This leads to a demand for a diagnostic technique that can be integrated into
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transceivers so that a fault can be located at the first signs of data loss without having
to call an experienced technician into the field.
There has been much effort put into improving OTDRs in recent years. More
specifically, a variation called a chaos OTDR uses chaotic light of a semi-conductor to
measure a fibers attenuation with high spatial resolution. A phase sensitive OTDR
expands the applications of the traditional OTDR by enabling dynamic events, such as
temperature variations or strain, to be detected by looking at the phase information of
the Rayleigh backscattering. This technique has similarities with an optical frequencydomain reflectometer (OFDR). OFDRs, however, look to the frequency-domain to
measure the spectral shifts of the backscattered light. Unfortunately, all these
improvements to the traditional OTDR come at the cost of using additional hardware
which makes them un-ideal for use in a transceiver-integrated design. Furthermore,
while OFDRs offer enhanced spatial resolution for short distances, it requires a highly
linear frequency-swept laser which adds more complexity to the hardware design as
well as additional cost.
There have been application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) and transceiver
integrated OTDR designs that have been proposed for this application, but their
applicability remains constrained by the requirement for a high-end ADC. As a result,
this study looks reaches a comparable design that has a low-overhead in terms of
form-factor, cost, and complexity.
Furthermore, the presented design is demonstrated to authenticate optical fiber,
for the first, in the time-domain. This offers significant advantages over the frequency
domain counterpart enabling the system to be more widely deployed in industry. This
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technology is further expanded to be used as a distributed optical fiber sensor to
measure both temperature and strain variations on the fiber. The presented system
offers the lowest overhead and smallest form factor of any distributed optical fiber
sensor to date.
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